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Warren addresses 
JMU alcohol abuse 
By Martin Romjue 
staff writer  
Too many JMU students abuse 
alcohol, causing campus property 
damage and safety hazards, said acting 
President Russell Warren. 
"We have too many students out on 
campus in the evenings or early 
mornings who are drunk," Warren said 
at a University Council meeting 
Thursday. 
"The problem with that is that they 
just don't bother other people," he said. 
"They break vending machines, they 
harass each other, they harass the police 
force, and in some instances they're 
coming very close to becoming 
alcoholics." 
Warren and Dr. Robert Scott, dean of 
student affairs, met with the Council of 
Campus Leaders more than two weeks 
ago to outline the problem and work 
towards short- and long-term solutions. 
"What we're seeing is a phenomenon 
that I think reflects younger culture, and 
the phenomenon is that there is 
something macho about drinking that 
leads to being drunk," Warren said. 
Bicentennial celebration 
Warren said he has read in The Breeze 
several personal ads that refer to 
students drinking. 
"The implicit part of that was how 
neat that [drinking] was," he said. 
There is nothing wrong with students 
of legal age drinking within the privacy 
of their own rooms, Warren said. 
"It would be nice if we could look the 
other way, but this institution has the 
obligation to try to reduce drinking 
from excess to moderation," he said. 
He has asked the CCL to find a 
system for students to help each other, 
he said. 
"Broadly put, we need a measure that 
says drinking is not a neat thing to do," 
Warren said. "We need to work together 
on this problem." 
In addition to meeting with the CCL 
to come up with short-term solutions, a 
university substance abuse committee 
will "look at long-term solutions and 
the broader question of substance 
abuse," Warren said. 
In other business, the University 
Council approved a request that sets a 
See ALCOHOL page 2 >• 
Virginia legislature honors 
JMU Constitution program 
By Martin Romjue 
staff WW  
JMU will be recognized as the leading 
university in the state to celebrate the 
Constitution's bicentennial anniversary, 
according to legislation passed by the 
Virginia General Assembly Thursday. 
Resolutions sponsored in the House 
by Del. Paul Cline and in the Senate by 
Sen. Kevin Miller, recognize JMU as 
Virginia's "flagship institution" in 
commemorating the bicentennial of the 
U.S. Constitution. Both Cline and 
Miller are JMU professors.    ___^^ 
Late last year, JMU was notified 
about receiving national recognition on 
its bicentennial program. 
In order to get the state resolutions 
passed, Cline and Miller had to do a lot 
of "maneuvering and lobbying" after 
amendments to the resolutions 
proposing that JMU be the flagship 
institution were defeated Tuesday, 
Miller said in a phone interview. 
One of the resolutions, in its original 
form, said JMU would be an 
"appropriate institution" among others 
in the state for such recognition. 
"Initially, no one paid much attention 
See CONSTITUTION page 2 >• 
Quad 
crowding 
As spring approaches, the question of 
wrtetiwrroeMaygjaatetwnc^morry 
Doggy style 
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL 
With   basketball   tournaments   on   the   weekend's agenda, 
Duke   Dog gets in the act at the Convocation Center as he 
slides past freshman Grant Winkleblack to score. The wom- 
en's  team   beat   American   here   for   the  conference   title 
while the men lost  to Navy   in  the   semifinals In   Hampton. 
See Sports,  page  21. —• ■■   • 
YOtl'fO     Tr* LttUeGfiJ and Caiwun's offer 
amateur musicians a chance to show 
neXt off their talents. 
j 
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39-hour maximum limit on communication courses a 
student may take beyond the general studies 
requirement. 
The limit would be implemented for the freshman 
class entering in fall 1988, said Dr. George Wead, 
head of the communication department. 
If students wanted to take more than 39 hours they 
would have to take the courses in addition to the 
128-hour requirement for an undergraduate degree. 
The purpose of the 39-hour limit is to prevent 
students from ovcrspccializing in communication 
courses and to encourage them to pursue study in 
other fields. Communication majors would need at 
least 33 hours of communication courses beyond the 
general studies requirement to get a communication 
degree. 
"A policy across the nation is for journalism and 
mass communications majors to have to take more 
courses outside of communication," Wead,§aid. 
The proposal states that "the department heeds an 
instrument for discouraging such overspecialization, 
which clogs the progress of students through the 
program and contradicts the goals of communication 
education." %' 
A study conducted by the communication 
department indicates that the average communication 
student takes a total of 50 hours of communication 
courses. > 
Many communication majors have to wait a long 
time to get into courses they need, Wea'J said. 
"This proposal also will help us push students 
through the program a little faster," he said. 
Also at the meeting, Linwood Rose, vice president 
for administrative affairs, presented floor plans and 
design sketches for a proposed addition to Burruss 
Hall, the construction of a Career Planning & 
Placement building and landscape renovations for the 
quad. 
JMU officials recently met with designers from a 
Richmond architectural firm, to compile preliminary 
plans to determine costs and timetables for the 
proposed projects. 
Preliminary plans call for constructing a 20,000 
square foot addition to the front of Burruss with a 
facade resembling that of the old Carrier library 
section. Rose said. The addition would be used for 
faculty offices and science laboratories. 
The CP&P building, to be named Sonner Hall, 
would be constructed near Chandler Hall and also will 
overlook the lake. Rose said. 
The two-level building would be about 20,000 
square feet, with the upper level facing Blucstone 
Drive ancf the lower level facing Newman Lake, Rose 
said. 
"The floor plans could change as we work with 
separate departments more closely and define the 
nature of certain types of space," Rose said. 
In order to improve the quad landscape, the 
university has created a committee for the 
enhancement and preservation of the quad, Rose said. 
Plans call for building dual walkways on both sides 
of the quad, and diagonal walkways across the quad to 
help with traffic flow. 
"The plan is to alleviate some of the walking 
patterns on the quad," Rose said. 
The university also plans to redesign landscaping 
between Carrier Library and Keezell Hall, and 
between the Warren Campus Center and Gibbons 
Dining Hall, Rose said. 
■'! 
Constitution 
> (Continued from page 1) 
to the amendments and it was looked at 
by other colleges as making JMU too 
special," Miller said. 
After Tuesday's narrow defeats, the 
amendments were reconsidered two days 
later. Miller and Cline were able to 
secure enough votes for passage by 
lobbying before the final vote on the 
resolutions. 
Cline said that when the 
amendment were up for a vote "a lot 
of bills were going through both 
houses, and patrons were distracted. 
"People didn't pay enough attention at 
the time, and it was going through very 
fast at a time when people who could 
have voted for it did not," he said from 
his Richmond office. 
"It was more of a snag than a 
problem," Cline said. 
Both houses ended up passing 
resolutions with identical wording. 
"Some pretty effective lobbying from 
students also helped do the trick," 
Miller said. 
The Student Government Association 
held a phone-a-thon Wednesday 
morning to lobby key legislators who 
had initially opposed the amendments 
favoring JMU as the "flagship" 
university. 
Commuter senator John Martin, who 
sponsored a bill of opinion at Tuesday's 
SGA meeting calling for student and 
faculty support for "flagship" 
recognition, went to Richmond 
Wednesday and Thursday to lobby and 
show JMU's support for the "flagship" 
resolutions. 
"The SGA's job was to talk to both 
Cline's and Miller's staffs to show the 
interest and enthusiasm of JMU," 
Martin said. 
JMU student Alysoun Richards, who 
works as an intern for Cline, said 
"Cline is very interested in knowing 
what his constituents want, and it was 
very important to him that he 
represented what we wanted." 
Miller said the legislation will help 
JMU in gaining more statewide 
recognition. 
"It's a kind of badge of honor and 
more a recognition of JMU as a leading 
institution," Miller said. 
. Cline said the resolution recognizes 
JMU's hard work in gaining 
recognition. 
"JMU earned this," Cline said. "JMU 
has been doing more than any other 
institution I know of in the United 
States in celebrating the Constitution. 
"It's a recognition for the hard work 
they have done at JMU and it rewards 
students, administrators and faculty 
members who are involved in the work 
to celebrate the Constitution," he said. 
Mark Warner, head of JMU's 
bicentennial commission, said the 
resolutions are "indicative of the 
progress we have made and our sincere 
interest in educating the public 
concerning the Constitution." 
"This will help us in terms of getting 
recognition throughout the country as 
an institution truly committed to 
recognizing the bicentennial and 
promoting future bicentennial events," 
Warner said. 
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Graduation 
JMU seniors discuss options for May ceremony 
By Heather Dawson 
staff writer 
No firm decisions have been made 
about the May graduation ceremony, 
the senior class vice president said 
Saturday. 
"We haven't really decided the format 
or location," Chrys Peterson said. 
"We've had a big fight from some 
people about holding the graduation on 
the quad, but the school is getting 
bigger, and the quad just can't hold that 
many people." 
In a prepared statement, JMU Acting 
President Russell Warren said that 
although he is open to suggestions, he 
does not foresee any changes in this 
year's ceremony. 
Some seniors oppose moving the 
ceremony from the quad even though 
the increasing number of graduates is 
causing crowd problems at that 
location. Many students mistakenly 
believe that graduating on the quad is a 
long-standing tradition at JMU, 
Peterson said. 
"Actually, it's only been held on the 
quad for about eight years, so it's not 
like it's been this way from Madison 
College to James Madison University," 
Peterson said. 
All seniors were invited to a meeting 
held in Grafton-Stovall Theatre 
Thursday night, where they were asked 
to complete a survey on their 
preferences and they discussed 
graduation options. 
"Response to graduating in the 
stadium was really good," she said. 
"People like the idea when they're given 
the pros and cons — when they really 
think about it." 
The problem, she said, is "reaching 
people to convince them that the 
stadium is the best idea." 
The stadium has more seating and is 
grandparents and friends. It's ridiculous 
to expect all those people to stand there 
from 10 o'clock in the morning until 
2:30 in the afternoon." 
Another option is a satellite 
ceremony, which occurs when a 
"unified ceremony of about a half an 
hour is held, then each school goes to a 
different location. People would get 
"Response to graduating in the 
stadium was really good.... People 
like the idea when they're given the 
pros and cons — when they really 
think about it." 
— Chrys Peterson 
much cioser to parking lots, Peterson 
said. "People can park on Godwin field 
... it's just a better situation. 
"Moving to the stadium is a 
voluntary solution to a problem that is 
not getting smaller. The senior classes 
arc getting bigger," she said. 
"Graduation is chaotic on the quad," 
Peterson said. "There are about 300 
chairs set out for 2,000 seniors' parents. 
their,diplomas from the dean of the 
college," she said. 
Peterson said she thinks students who 
favor of the satellite ceremony are 
looking for "an easy way" of getting 
their diplomas. "Theyjjpn't want to sit 
through a four-hour long unified 
ceremony. They'll just go to the 
half-hour long ceremony and leave. 
They're not going to be there to get 
their diploma anyway." ' 
However, "the people who are against 
the idea of a satellite graduation say, 'I 
want to walk across the stage and have 
Dr. [Ronald] Carrier shake my hand' " 
Peterson said. "They want the 
opportunity to have the entire class 
graduate together." 
Senior Jim Hall, an art major, said 
satellite graduation would be his choice, 
but not because he wants the ceremony 
to go fast. He said he favors the 
satellite format because he doesn't want 
the ceremony "to be a big brawl" like it 
has been in past years. 
Also, Hall attended a satellite 
graduation ceremony at the University 
of Virginia last year and enjoyed it. 
^Senior Nicole Fields, a marketing 
major, said she would prefer holding the 
ceremony in the stadium and having 
everyone together. Her roommate, 
Inter-hall Council president Donna 
Crompton, would like a satellite 
ceremony. 
"Both of us are planning to go to 
graduation," Fields said, "but we're not 
planning to stay" if it is held on the 
quad. "If it's in the stadium, well stay. 
"What's the use of walking across the 
stage if the people who came to see you 
can't even see you?." 
Holding graduation on the quad is not 
practical, she said. "People say it's a 
tradition, but it's not a tradition," Fields 
said. Besides, "traditions are broken all 
the time." 
Two outstanding campus leaders recognized 
By Maria Osborn 
news editor 
Byron  Bullock, faculty adviser for Alpha Phi 
• Alpha, and Kraig Negard, president of Beta Alpha 
Psi, have been chosen as this year's outstanding 
campus leaders. 
Each year, the Office of Student Activiues 
selects a faculty adviser of the year and a student 
leader of the year. Bullock and Negaard were 
recognized last week at a banquet sponsored by the 
Office of Student Activities. 
This year, assistant/lirector of student activities 
Mike Way said, "It was a difficult choice. 
"There were lots of well-qualified people 
nominated," he said. Nominations were accepted 
from all campus organizations. A leadership 
advisory committee made up of students, faculty 
and staff reviewed nominations and selected the 
winners. 
The purpose of the leadership awards is "not only 
to recognize the efforts of two leaders, but in that 
way, to recognize all student leaders and faculty 
advisers," Way said The purpose is "to show them 
we are aware of the time they put in." 
In accepting his award, Bullock, who is the 
assistant dean of students, said, "The people who I 
have worked with at Madison have truly made a 
difference in my life. 
Bullock received his bachelor's degree from 
Lincoln University and his master's from the 
University of Delaware He formerly served as 
assistant director of the Upward Bound program at 
the University of Delaware. 
Negaard, a senior and president of the accounting 
honor society, was named student leader of the 
year. "In my four years here at JMU," Negaard 
said, "I have received a lot from this university." 
Everyone who is a leader also is a volunteer, 
Negaard said. "And hopefully, we'll continue to be 
volunteers," he said. 
Negaard is chairman of the College of Business 
student advisory council. He also is a member of 
the Pi Kappa Phi housing committee's board of 
directors, as well as the fraternity's alumni 
chairman and historian. 
In her address at the banquet. Dr. Joanne Gabbin, 
director of the JMU honors program, said leaders 
must start their climb to success with "good 
beginnings." 
Before going to college, Gabbin lacked the 
self-confidence to lead, she said. "I vowed if I got a 
chance to go to college, I would express myself 
fully," she said. 
And she did. During her college years, she served 
as editor of both the campus newspaper and the 
^yearbook, plus held several other positions of 
leadership. 
She overcame her fear of making important 
decisions, Gabbin said. "1 learned that the only bad 
decision would be not to make decisions at all." 
Looking around the room, Gabbin said she was 
sure the people there were not afraid to voice their 
opinions. "I,know that there's somebody out there 
who will speak up for a nuclear-free world," she 
said, adding that someone also would speak up 
about apartheid, hunger, unemployment and many 
other world issues. 
"I'm hoping there is somebody out there who 
will try to love and serve humanity," she «aid. 
"I want to inspire you to do all of this with 
spirit and enthusiasm that will make you proud to 
be alive." 
— 
.<..i*...^-ll»*lli; ui*.i..*\t*i.i.*t'm-*IH»*Xllit.2»iH.m.iit,. 
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Police link vandalism to alcohol 
By Amy Porter 
police reporter 
The new drinking age played a 
major role in die significant increase 
of vandalism offenses last year at 
JMU, the director of campus police 
and safety said. 
"The increase of vandalism shows 
all the signs and signals of alcohol," 
Alan MacNuttsaid. "They [underagcd 
NUIIICIUN; can't go and drink 
downtown, so they get it from their 
friends" and cause trouble on 
campus. 
Damage to property offenses, like 
breaking into fire extinguisher cases, 
throwing objects through windows 
and damaging automobiles, are 
alcohol- related, MacNuttsaid. Many 
vandalism offenses are committed 
between 9 p.m. and 3 a.m. on 
weekends by students who have been 
drinking, he said. 
"We've lost control since they 
raised the drinking age," he said. 
"The kids used to be so responsible." 
Between 1982 and 1985, the 
number of vandalism and alcohol- 
related offenses either stayed the 
same or decreasesd from year to year, 
MacNutt said. At that time, alcohol 
awareness programs by student 
organizations were popular, and the 
establishment of policefile in The 
Breeze contributed to the minimal 
vandalism and alcohol-related 
offenses. 
"But there's been an increase in 
that kind of activity in 1986," 
MacNutt said. 
The   number  of alcohol-related 
"I'm starting to 
see student in- 
dignations about 
the activity. So 
some good is 
coming out of it." 
—Alan MacNutt 
vandalism offenses last year was 
triple the number recorded in 1982, 
he said. And the significant increase 
in 1986 was caused by raising the 
drinking age to 21. 
Most of die vandalism that occurs 
on campus is committed by JMU 
students, MacNutt said. 
However, with responsible student 
leaders on campus, he said he is 
confident that vandalism will begin 
to decrease as student indignation and 
awareness programs inflate. 
"But 1 think it'll work out," he 
said. "I'm starting to see student 
indignations about the activity. So 
some good is coming out of it." 
There's not much the police can do 
to prevent vandalism. "All we can do 
is take care of what we see under the 
law. It's not their responsibility to' 
deal with remedial actions," MacNutt 
said. 
However, the method of 
scheduling at the campus police 
station insures a high concentration 
of officers and cadets between peak 
hours of vandalism offenses— 9 
p.m. to 3 a.m. 
Thefts of personalized license 
plates and hood ornaments are as 
popular as stealing hubcaps were 
many years ago, MacNutt said! 
The recent graffitti around the 
Warren Campus Center was an 
isolated incident of vandalism, 
MacNutt said. He doesn't know if a 
student is responsible, or someone 
from outside the JMU community 
did it. 
"Maybe it was just someone 
pulling a prank and they didn't really 
believe what they wrote," he said, 
Nurses to talk 
about real life 
The JMU College of Nursing will 
hold its fourth annual Reality 
Awareness Seminar Wednesday. 
Several nursing alumni will return to 
share their experiences on taking the 
state licensing exam, applying and 
interviewing for the first job, and the 
first days of working as a staff nurse. 
The college expects a minimum of 14 
alumni to return for the seminar. For 
more information, contact Dr. Marcia 
Dake, dean of the College of Nursing, 
atx6314. 
Lecture to focus 
on French writer 
Dr. Nathalie Debroise, a faculty 
member at the American College of 
Paris, will give a lecture on Margerite 
Duras Tuesday.. 
The lecture, titled "Margerite Duras 
and the Literature of Ravishment," will 
be held at 4:30 p.m. in Duke Fine Arts 
Center room A200. Debroise is an 
expert on Duras, who is a 20th century 
French novelist. 
Debroise, who also teaches French in 
the JMU Semester in Paris program, 
has published works on Duras and 
wrote her dissertation on the novelist at 
the State University of New York in 
Binghamton. 
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COURTFILE 
Judge sentences 
Kvasnicka to jail 
after guilty plea 
By Amy Porter 
court reporter 
John R. Kvasnicka, 18, of Springfield, pleaded 
guilty to assault and battery Friday and was sentenced 
to 12 months in jail. 
Six months of the sentence were suspended by th« 
Rockingham Circuit Court. 
Kvasnicka was arrested after he stabbed his Weaver 
Hall roommate, Michael Humphries, Sept. 28 during 
an argument. 
Humphries underwent surgery at Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital for stomach wounds. The court 
ordered Kvasnicka to pay restitution costs totaling 
$3,231.25 for Humphries' hospital stay. 
Circuit Judge Perry W. Sarver told Kvasnicka, "I 
feel confident the assault and battery was provoked. 
The defendant's response was far out of proportion. It 
was totally inappropriate." 
Kvasnicka will serve his sentence in the 
Rockingham County Jail. The sentence started Friday 
evening. 
He will be under one year's supervised probation 
after he is released from jail. 
The following cases were decided in Rockinham 
courts this week. 
Assault and  battsry 
A former JMU student who was convicted of assault 
and battery and breaking and entering was denied 
appeal for his trial Tuesday. 
George S. Riggs III, 23, of Lynchburg wrote a 
letter to the circuit court judge before his trial 
requesting a new attorney, said Commonwealth's 
Attorney David I. Walsh. 
The defendant did not set forth any grounds as to 
why he wanted a new attorney," Walsh said. Riggs did 
not report improper service by the attorney, so the 
appeal was denied. 
Sarver rejected the request without a hearing, but 
the appeals court ruled that the trial judge "did not 
abuse his discretion." 
After Riggs was convicted, he was granted a new 
attorney, but not an appeal. Sarver "declined to take 
the appeal in order to affirm the convictions," Walsh 
said. 
Riggs was convicted last March of breaking into a 
student's apartment and attacking her in December 
1985. He received the maximum term for assault and 
battery — 12 months — and five years in prison for 
breaking and entering. 
Driving under the  influence 
Student Katherine E. Caldwell, of Charlottesville, 
pleaded guilty Friday to driving under the influence. 
She was fined $250 and her license was suspended 
for six months. Five months of the suspension were 
lifted by the court. 
She also enrolled in the Alcohol Safety Awareness 
Program. 
She was arrested by campus police about 1 a.m. 
Feb. 8. on South Main Street. 
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Professor/artist 
shows ceramics 
Masako Miyata, a JMU associate professor of art, 
has had her ceramic work accepted in a multi-media 
juried national exhibition titled "SPACE: New 
Form/New Function" at the Arrowmont School of 
Arts and Crafts in Gatlinburg, Tenn. 
Miyata also has had her ceramic work accepted in a 
national juried ceramic exhibition, "Small Works in 
Clay," at the Mid-Hudson Arts and Science Center in 
New York. 
In addition, she has been invited to exhibit her 
work at" the 40th Anniversary Exhibition at the 
Rochester Art Center in Rochester, Minn. 
Also Dr. Jay Kain, professor and former head of the 
JMU art department, and his wife, Jeanie Matthews 
Kain, exhibited stained glass artwork in a two-person 
exhibition at the Kline Art Gallery at Bridgewater 
College. 
Local city council 
appoints professor 
Harrisonburg City Council recently appointed Dr. 
Wayne Engel, a JMU psychology professor, to the 
governing commission for the 
Rockingham/Harrisonburg Alcohol Safety Action 
Program. 
Engel, who will replace Dr. John Mclntire, is the 
chief executive officer of Psychological Services 
Institute Inc. 
He also has served on the executive committee of 
an area task force to combat drunken driving. 
The Tuxedo Shop 
Tuxedos with the tailored look 
20% OFF 
all tuxedos 
booked between 
Feb 26 - Mar 14 
RAFFINATI 
LORD  WEST 
AFTER  SIX 
Expert Tailor On Hand 
For All Your Tailoring Needs 
Located in the Watson's 
Corridor at the Valley Mall 
THE 
OUTDOOR 
PLACE 
SKI & SPORT 
-*• 
Break  Away to Spring! 
Save  20% 
On All Beach Wear 
Jimmy'Z 
Jimmy  Buffet 
Ha mm ear 
Jams 
Beach   boys 
RRENfl 
Register to   win a 
VAURNET   BEACH   UMBRELLA   CHAIR 
Drawing Friday March frlb 
VALLEY MALL 433-8857 
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JMU Students 
. ■ - 
Kids Korner had your size!! 
Junior's I & Men's 
Chic 
Gotcha 
Jimmy Z's 
OP 
Byer 
Jams 
Beach Boys 
Zeppelin 
Heet 
Morey Boogie 
Lee 
Levi (red tab student $18.99) 
All at great prices! 
Complete children's clothing 
and shoe store, featuring all major 
brands - now in our 7th year of 
business. 
Hours M-Thurs. & Sat. 9-5 Fri. 9-8 
Hours Mon. - Thurs. & Sat. 9-5 Fri. 9 8 
'  Kids Korner 
213 Main Street, Dayton, Va. 
Turn some heads 
& 
open some eyes 
on the beach this spring break and 
summer with Bonne Bell's new 
zinc oxide (SP15) sun protection 
for the face and body. 
Get creative and paint 
your own zinger designs! 
Wear for swimming, sunning, 
skiing or just plain fun. In yellow, 
green, red, orange and purple. 
'sssssssssssssssss. 
Hughes Pharmacy 
1021 S. Main St. 
Vsssssssssssssssss. A 
we oeuvER. OH^ opf CAMPUJ F«OM // A.M. 
TlU  I'30A.M. < TIL.   2. A.M.   ON   WEEKEND'S // 
433-8M7 
I 
INVESTMENT  OPPORTUNITY 
FOR YOUR PARENTS 
Where win you be living next year? With Interest rates at the lowest 
level In years. NOW Is the time to bring thteproject to your parents- 
attention. FIRST TIME OFFERED FOR SALE. 
MADISON  GARDENS APARTMENTS □ 
South Main Street 
2 
only 1 home per landing. Completely furnbhed; waahers. dryer., 
curta^couches^beds.desks. EVERYTHINGI Eachbe^oornna^ Its 
own exterior sun deck. FULLY leased for the present^reThe^ 
property can be bought In whole or part 
4 Buildings 
2 Buildings 
1 Building 
12 homes 
6 homes 
3 homes 
Avg 
Monthly 
Rent Price 
$750.00 
$750.00 
$750.00 
$1J020JOOO 
$515000 
$260000 
FOR BROCHURES 
CMmmSS**™ B0NIN11 CALEB STOWE ASSOCIATES. LTD 
804-29S6161 
1100 Dryden Lane 
ChartottesvWe. VA 22901 
.. —-.«*4HB 
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NEWS    &    NOTES 
Headroom, Coca-Cola 
voted most popular ads 
on television last year 
Max Headroom helped Coca-Cola displace 
Pepsi-Cola commercials as the most popular 
television ad campaign last year,' according to 
Video Storyboard Tests Inc., a consumer research 
firm. 
Also on the list of the most popular ads for 1986 
were ads featuring dancing raisins, and a car 
salsesman who makes peposterous claims that arc 
corrected in subtitles. 
Pepsi-Cola was outspent by Coca-Cola $48.3 
million to $42.1 million in the television ad area. 
Both were outspent by McDonald's Corp., which 
spent $321.2 million on television advertising in 
1986. 
Japanese auto exports 
rise sharply in January 
Japan's export of cars, trucks and buses rose 6.8 
percent in January from a year earlier, the Japan 
Automobile Manufacturers' Association said friday. 
January's increase followed a 17.8 drop in 
December, the largest decline in eight years. The 
group attributed the increase to stepped up imports 
to the European market. Vehicle shipments to the 
Europe rose 38 percent in January from a year 
earlier. 
Inflation rises sharply 
in first month of 1987 
Consumer prices, restrained through most of 
1986, shot up 0.7 percent in January for the largest 
monthly increase in nearly five years, the 
government reported Friday. 
Sharply higher prices for gasoline and heating oil 
led the increase in the Consumer Price Index. 
If the January inflation rate continues for a 12 
month period, inflation for 1987 will be 8.8 
percent, eight times that of the 1.1 percent 
inflation rate for 1986. Last years inflation rate 
was the lowest in 25 years. 
Wallstreet 
Analysts wary of bullish 
activity in stock market 
Many analysts on Wall Street are watching these 
days for signs that the bull market in stocks might 
be reaching a dangerously "silly" stage. 
Traditionally, significant market advances begin 
in periods of widespread caution and concern and 
end amid feverish euphoria. 
Presently, there is widespread'agreement "among 
financial analysts that the market has hit an 
enthusiastic stagerUut there is less agreement to 
whether stocks have progressed beyond that stage 
and into a stage of unreality. 
The Dow Jones industrial average seesawed 
throughout last week, finishing with a net loss of 
11.25 to 162.01. Volume on the Big Board 
averaged 162.90 million shares a day, down from 
190.83 million the week before. 
- from staff and wire reports 
Business grads try their luck 
Once popular 
given new life 
By Joe Teeples and 
Brian Carter - 
staff writers  
"Hi. I'm Butch, and I'm Tim, and we're Three Guys 
Catering," says the brochure that Butch Arthur and 
Tim Fratarcangelo created for their first Harrisonburg 
business in fall 1986. 
Now, only four months later, Butch and Tim are 
concentrating their efforts on reviving Luigi's pizza 
parlor, which was once a JMU favorite but has since 
closed its almost on-campus South Main site due to 
Luigi's pizza 
by JMU duo 
high rents. Luigi's' South High location was the only 
survivdr of what once had been a four-restaurant 
chain. 
Arthur graduated from JMU in 1982 with a degree 
in hotel/restaurant managment. Fratarcangelo, a 
business managment major, graduated two years later. 
Both took time off after college before coming back 
to Harrisonburg. 
Three Guys Catering came about when Butch, Tim 
and a friend were looking for ideas to make some 
See PIZZA page 11> 
Harrisonburg entrepeneurs Tim Fratarcangelo and Butch Arthur 
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL 
College of Business prepares 
students for high-tech future 
By Brian Carter 
business editor 
One of the most important aspects of any business 
college today is the ability to keep pace with the 
technological advancements in the business world. 
Today's corporate world is networking personal 
computers to do everything from personnel records to 
inter-office memos to desktop publishing, all at a 
fraction of former costs. 
To a business school, the constant advances in 
technology create a challenge to maintain credible 
courses and updated facilities. 
The JMU College of Business is meeting the 
challenge by maintaining equipment and by updating 
course offerings, a$ well as sponsoring centers for 
that study advanced technology. 
All students in the College of Business are required 
to take at least one course that is specifically designed 
to teach an overview of computer applications, IDS 
201, Computer Applications. Additionally, upper 
level courses throughout the busincs college are 
"trying to use microcomputers to enhance8*the 
particular area of study the class is focusing on," said 
Dr. Robert Holmes, dean of the College of Business. 
Next fall, the Department of Information and 
Decision Sciences plans to combine IDS 201 and 
IDS 307, Information Systems Concepts, to update 
the required overview course. "We are constantly 
restructuring our curriculum to try to stay current," 
said Dr. Charles Bilbrey, the IDS department head. 
The new course will require more hands on lime in 
the microcomputer laboratories for each student. 
In addition to the new overview course, the IDS 
department also plans to add advanced courses that 
will focus on areas in the forefront of technological 
thought, he said. A computer security class will be 
See COMPUTERS page 11> 
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Hey JMU, 
We feel you shouldn't 
have to worry about 
coupons. 
So Don't! 
Our coupon prices 
are standard for you, 
With or without the 
coupons. 
Not so with the 
other guys... 
DELIVERY 
We'll deliver to your door 
433-0606 
Sun-Thurs till 1:00 am       Fri - Sat till 2:00 am 
FROM ALL OF US AT GATTI'S 
HAVE A GREAT 
SPRING BREAK! 
WHAT'S HAPPENING AT 
MR.  GATTI'S 
$3.59 
THE BEST PIZZA at the BEST BUFFET 
in TOWN!    Every 11 AM-2 PM 
Salad bar Pizza Spaghetti Garlic Bread 
Cinnamon sticks the kids will love 
$3.79 
BEST NIGHT TIME BUFFET EVER! 
Monday, Wednesday,  Thursday 5:30-8:30PM 
Watch your favorite shows and enjoy our mouthwatering pizza. 
WE GUARANTEE YOU WONT GO AWAY    HUNGRY!! 
$6.00- 
for any medium 
regular, one 
topping pizza 
plus 2 Free Cokes 
OR 
$7.00 
" for any medium 
reg.. 3 topping 
pizza plus 2 Free 
Cokes 
may or may not 
expire 
:: $6.00 
for any medium 
regular, one 
topping pizza 
plus 2 Free Cokes 
OR 
$7.00 
for any medium 
reg., 3 topping 
pizza plus 2 Free 
Cokes 
may or may not 
expire  , 
$6.00 
for any medium 
regular, one 
topping pizza 
plus 2 Free Cokes 
OR 
$7.00 
for any medium 
reg., 3 topping 
pizza plus 2 Free 
Cokes 
may or may not 
expire 
ii 
»«*«»**fr»lt»*4<ft< III II' II IIHIHIIHHH Hill HU-f 
§§.<Q9    ©'rr 
any large 
plus 4  FREE Cokes 
OR 
ftl.DO    OFF 
any medium 
plus 3,FREE Cokes 
May or may not expire 
■ MIIMfrti--1****** 
$7.50 
for any large 
regular, one 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
: i 
OR 
$9.00 
for any large 
- regular crust 3 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
$7.50 
for any large 
regular, one 
topping pizza plus 
4 FrSe Cokes 
: i $7.50 
for any large 
regular, one 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
OR OR 
$9.00 
for any large 
regular crust 3 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
may or may not expire! ■ may or may not expira • may or maV no' exP're 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■«•«•••••»••■»«•«•••»•»• —p—kk^mma——— wmmwmM»t 
,$9.00 
! tor any large 
regular crust 3 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
~m—^—m 
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Computers 
> (Continued from page 9) 
offered next semester, and an artificial 
intelligence course is going to be added 
in the near future. 
Research centers, such as the Center 
for Advanced Decision Support 
Systems, are helping JMU keep up 
with technological advancements in 
business related fields. 
JMU's College of Business is one of 
the best equipped in the nation. It 
recently received a teletrade board as a 
gift from First Wheat Securities. The 
teletrade board, located in the Harrison 
Hall lobby, is linked directly to the 
New York Stock exchange. 
The college, which has roughly 600 
majors in computer related areas, has 
two computer labs for use by business 
majors. Students have access to both 
microcomputers and to mainframe 
terminals, which are linked to a VAX 
system. 
Harrison lab has 24 IBM personal 
computers, while the lab in Converse is 
equipped with less expensive IBM 
compatible   Coronas   computers. 
Holmes said a decision had to be 
made a few years back to go with either 
IBM personal computers or the then 
new and innovative Apple Macintoshes. 
But the Macintosh was too new and 
incompatible with the PC market at 
that time. 
The lack of available software for the"' 
Macintosh made businesses reluctant to 
trade in IBM networks. "We made the 
decision to go with IBM a few years 
ago because they were the dominant 
trend in business," Holmes said. 
The college has plans to expand its 
facilities by adding 30 more micro units 
by next fall. 
Pizza 
> (Continued from page 9) 
money. 
"We are idea men throughout the ages who don't act 
on anything," Butch said. "We finally decided to act 
on this [idea]. What a great service ... to be a 
liaison between the parents and the students." 
Three Guys Catering, which produces and 
distributes care packages and other related items to the 
JMU student population, was a limited success. The 
two opened a small office downtown, but closed it 
when they found two thirds of their revenue was 
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL 
Butch Arnold twirls pizza crust In the 
kitchen of Luigi's. The pizza parlor 
changed ownership In January. 
going to rent. 
The limited success that Arthur and Fratarcangelo 
experienced was enough to encourage them to answer 
a newspaper ad about a restaurant for sale. 
"Tim checked it out and found out it was Luigi's," 
Arthur said. "I used to work at the old Luigi's, so I 
had some idea of how to run the place." 
The two bought Luigi's, with the financial support 
of friends, relatives, and the previous owner in 
December. "To be honest, we thought we could 
finish the renovations and be open in a week or two," 
Fratarcangelo said. 
But the restaurant didn't open until late January. 
The total cost of renovation was only $1,400. Total 
costs for opening the restaurant were under $50,000, 
including $4,000 out of Arthur and Fratarcangelo's 
pockets. 
"We learned a lot of lessons when we were opening 
the business," Arthur said. "We learned that it never 
hurts to ask [for financial backing]." 
To prepare for opening, the two created business 
portfolios that included market studies, demographic 
projections, financial forecastes and structural needs 
of the restaurant. 
Business colleges prepare a person to run a 
business, according to both of the owners, but not 
how-to open one. Much of the time it took opening 
the business was spent contacting the 20-plus 
government agencies needed to open a restaurant. 
There are no classes in the JMU College of 
Business that specifically teach the methods and 
requirements of starting a business. 
Fratarcangelo and Arthur have a goal to provide 
their customers with excellent service. All of their 
food is fresh, with the exception of mushrooms. 
"Fresh mushrooms dry out too much on a pizza," 
Fratarcangelo said. 
The restaurant is set up so the food preparation area 
is in full view of the dining area. "It's kind of tough 
to work in because it's like working in a fish bowl," 
Arthur said. But Luigi's saviors want their customers 
to be able to see the quality that goes into the food. 
• "We put our names on everything. If you get a bad 
pizza, its not 'Luigi's' fault," Arthur said. "It's Butch 
and Tim's fault Come see us." 
Food prices are relatively inexpensive at Luigi's and 
"We are idea men 
throughout the ages who 
don't act on anything. 
We finally decided to act 
on this [Three Guys 
Catering]. What a great 
service... to be a liai- 
son between the parents 
and the students." 
— Butch Arthur 
the atmosphere is casual. Such attributes are helping 
to make the restaurant popular with Harrisonburg 
residents. 
However, student business has been lacking during 
Luigi's first month of operation, due in part to lack 
of student awareness of the restaurant. "Luigi's [on 
South Main Street] was the place to hang out when I 
worked there in '81," Arthur said. But the new 
location makes the restaurant not readily apparent to 
the JMU community. 
Still, the fact that Arthur and Fratarcangelo are 
JMU graduates, and Luigi's previous reputation on 
campus, slowly is helping the restaurant develop a 
student following. 
"We hope our business will continue to expand to 
meet the needs of the JMU students," Arthur said. 
Skatetown, USA 
JMU Skate Nite 
Thurs. March 19th 
Thurs. April  16th - 30th 
FREE Admission To 
ALL JMU Students 
Skate From 7:30-10:00 
Skate Rental $.75 100 Miller Circle 
433-1834 
%?S %!ECO%!pS 
R & S      Jeffs 
iRecords      Cycles 
Charles St 
Downtown 
Harrisonburg 
JM's 
Rt 1 1  North 
N  Mam St 
2 5-mi 
S  Mam St 
JMU  
O&WfWfp US'E'D 
Cassettes,  8-Tracks, 
LP's and 45's 
also 
Posters 
Pins 
T-shirts 
Novelties 
| Take the Route 2 Bus 
$1.00  discount   on   purchase 
over  $6.00  with   coupon (exp. March 31) 
HOURS 
Thurs-10-5 
Fri-       10-9 
Sat-      10-5 
196 Charles St! 
434,7,676 I 
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Maid Monthly 
Service 
Included in 
Rent! 
Each Unit Features 
* Microwave & Range 
* Frost free Refridgerator with Ice maker 
* Washer & Dryer 
* Dishwasher & Disposal 
* Ceiling Fan 
^ms& 
VM\^ 
The Ideal Site!! 
* Mountain views 
* Walk to class 
* 24 hour convenience stores 
* Hotels and 
* The Convocation Center 
Save Your Parents $$ 
Stop by our model and find out how your parents can save 
approximately $6,000 on your overall education cost. 
■ * * 
Hurry * 
ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF UNITS LEFT FOR SALE 
Jo   Oow 
""H»n    M«.l«*2 
59 JMU     / 
HUNTERS* 
•IOCC       ^ 
COMOOMMMUMt 
C8„ ,o. ac »PP 
400 O*- ^ 
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BLOOM COUNTY Berke Breathed      THE FAR SIDE—Gary Larson 
AS ISMHP KFORe MY 
PRNM PORTAL OF 
PARANOIA, T AWAIT-^ ■merwmoF 
MVSUF.AS im 
K.1WBNTYYEAR5 
FROM N0U-/-^-\ 
WE CALL MR "QUZN 
we     enzfiPem'Now. 
MARRM   am., FOLLOW M£ 
unit      INTO YWR FUME 
*m LIZARP"  WORLP, 
MPCMfv*  wmet. 
THIS UUY ume pmutG 
is OUR House. mefU.it 
MKUY MANOR: we/WMW 
HeRENItB. WATS OUR 
13 VUKSWAOeN. we (ML 
ITOUR      /% 
'UTTU       ft.) 
urnomum: VI 6 
ift ALL Amt OF SOMEHOW 
PFALINO wm we MEPKXXITY 
OFOURACW 
UK-AM? M 
OFOWYOUW. 
YOVR YOUTH. 
\/V 
ney... ■mews 
AdOMR 
weniNO 
ON MY FOOT.. 
0APPO6, 
RtMBO... 
BMPOfr/ 
I 
THE REAL WORLD Keith Turner 
B«Os BUT «U STm. GOTTA      * 
ffjML W) 601 T* 6UAPTI0M 
,TTN**T6«0r*£fUS- 
misisuHeaEwe 
5T*-TMfKiUfe 
THE WE AX OAieS WHO . ee540K, ITS NOT A* OAO Ai T(«f SCHOOL M(*£5 IT OVT 
TO BE-" YOOUWTTflE 
rswAoouu* v« eotpnsH 
HE«E... 
r* « 
, Hetc, suits GO 
(**>»> WOtH CAS— 
This space could be yours. 
The Breeze is seeking qualified cartoonists to 
fill this spot for this semester. If interested, contact 
Kyra Scartori, editor, c/o The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger 
Hall, campus mail, or call her at x6127. Apply today. 
When a body meets a body 
comin' through the rye 
Wendall Zurkowitz: Slave to the waffle light 
" 'You have a small capacity tor reason, some 
basic tool-making skills, and the use of a tew 
simple words.'... Yep. That's you." 
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/ 
FOR    RENT 
University Court Townhouse - Need 
renters for May & summer sessions. 1 BR 
available with loft for 2. Plenty of room. 
W/D, pool & close to shopping & campus. 
Great deal. Call Heather, 433-6209. 
The Girls at 165 N. High Need Female 
roommate next year! Rent cheap, private 
room! Call Eileen or Angie, 433-5978. 
Room Available - At Hunters Ridge for May 
session & summer. Rent negotiable. Call 
Cathy at 433-8532. 
Room For Rent - Private entrance & 
private bath. Near campus. $130. 
434-2812. 
BR Available Immediately Or May/Summer - 
$l00/mo., near campus. Must find someone 
to move in! Call Laurie, 434-3602. 
Madison Manor - Available fall 1987. Up to 
4 males wanted to share 2 rooms in a 3 BR, 
3rd floor unit. Fully furnished, 2 baths, 
loaded kitchen, fireplace, cable, pool, 
weights, hot tub, tennis. Nice place! 
$135/mo. Call George. 434-1954. 
Need Female To Share University Place 
apartment. Furnished, private room. W/D, 
microwave, $l507mo., available immediately! 
Call 433-5943. 
Room For Rent - Forest Hill townhouse, 
male student, 4 month lease, negotiable. 
$150. Call John, 896-7600 or Tom, 
434-2750. 
Available April 1 - Single BR, modern 
kitchen apartment. AC. Near campus. Call 
433-8822 or 434-7103. $245/mo. 
Female Roommate Needed to share 3 BR 
Squire Hill townhouse. Leave message for 
Cynthia, 433-9744. 
Almost on Campus -1 BR apartments on 
Dutchmill Court (behind Hardees). Water, 
trash pick up, lawn mowing JNappliances 
provided. Carpeted. Almost new. No pets. 
Lease/deposit $255. 434-2100. 
Forest Hills Townhouses - For next year's 
leases. Call John, 896-7600 
HELP    WANTED 
Summer Employment - Lifeguards needed. 
Begin Memorial Day through Labor Day. 
Write Spotswood Country Club, 1980 
Country Club Rd., Harrisonburg 22801. 
Excellent Income for part time home 
assembly work. For info, call 
312-741-8400, Ext. 411. 
Have The Summer 01 Your Life & get paid 
for it! Come to the Poconos of Pennsylvania 
& be a counselor at 1 of the top brother/ 
sister camps in America, June 24-Aug. 20. 
Counselor positions available in a wide range 
of activities, including rocketry, arts & 
crafts, photography, rock & rope climbers, 
computer, canoe tripper, sailing, tennis, 
athletics & water sports (W.S.I.). Call 
800-533-CAMP or write 407 Benson 
East, Jenkintown, PA 19046.  
Anderson Brothers Bookstore has opening 
for part time floor personnel. Must be 
available between the hours of 8 am & 12 
pm, Monday-Friday. We will work around 
your class schedule. Professional attitude & 
appearance necessary. Retail experience 
helpful. Apply in person. 1820 S. Main St. 
Anderson Brothers Bookstore needs 
someone to work 40 hours during the week 
of spring break. If you're staying in 
Harrisonburg & need money apply in person. 
Professional attitude & appearance 
necessary. Retail experience helpful. 1820 
S. Main St. 
Experienced Bartender/Waiter/Waitress 
Needed - Full time & part time positions. 
Apply at manager's office, Spotswood 
Country Club. 
Help   Wanted   For  The   Summer - 
Lifeguards, coaches, pool managers, 
supervisors to work at Richmond area 
pools. Call or write to apply or be 
interviewed over spring break. Atlantic 
Swimming Pool Service, Inc., P.O. Box 
34848, Richmond, VA 23234, (804) 
323-3001. 
Summer Job Interviews - Average earnings 
$3400. Gain valuable experience in 
advertising, sales, and public relations 
selling yellow page advertising for the JMU 
Campus Telephone Directory. Opportunity 
to travel nationwide. Complete training 
program in North Carolina (expenses paid). 
Looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented 
students for challenging, well-paying 
summer job. Sign up for interviews with 
University Directories at Career Planning 
& Placement by Mar. 18. 
FOR   SALE 
1973 VW Bug - 61,000 miles. Excellent 
condition. $1200. Call 434-0509 after 6 
pm. 
Tennis Racket - Brand new, used twice! 
Yonex RX-32, professional stringing, 
includes cover, $100 or best offer. Call 
Steve, 568-5704. 
1979 BMW 320I - Excellent condition, 
$6800. Call Karen, 434-6031. 
Raichle Ski Boots - 61/2 M, good condition, 
$35. Mary Beth, 434-7807 
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 
through the U.S. government? Get the 
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext. 
5090. 
SERVICES 
Haircuts! On campus location, appointments 
anytime, only $2.50. Call Amy, x4256 
The Widow Kip's Victorian Bed & 
Breakfast in Mt. Jackson. 6 cozy antique 
bedrooms with fireplaces. Near skiing. 
Great getaway. $45 for 2 with full 
breakfast.  703-477-2400. 
Shenandoah Valley B&B Reservations- 
Romantic escapes for parents. 
703-896-9702. 
Typing Service - 23 years experience, 
$l.50/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935. 
Typing - $1.10/page, overnight rate 
$1.60/page. Call Karen, 433-3327 
Treat Your Parents To Bed & Breakfast - 
Private entrance & bath. $29 for 2. 
298-9723. 
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning 
salon with the best systems available & 6 
years of service. 1106 Reservoir St., 
434-1812. 
Research Papers - 15,278 available! 
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#1206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll Free 
Hot Line: 800-351-0222, Ext. 33. 
VISA/MC or COD. 
WANTED 
Desperate! Ride needed to Washington 
National Airport Mar. 5 for a 3 pm flight. 
Will pay gas money. Call Laura, x5479. 
Riders Wanted To Share Gas - SB at 
Daytona. Call x5262. 
2 Grateful Dead Tickets needed - any show 
- call Cristi, x4527. 
PERSONALS 
JMU Beach Towels - $10 this week only. 
Show your school spirit over spring break. 
Can Steve, 433-1033 
Records For Sale 
WCC Patio, Wednesday & Thursday 
WJMR T-Shirts Too! 
Spring Break "Stock Up" Sale - Midway 
Market (all week long). 
Doorman -1 saw your button, wanna see 
mine? Tuesday. D. 
Attention MMA Members - Meeting Mar. 3, 
6, WCC Rm. D. 
Yo Teach - Happy 20th! You dirty old man! 
Luv, Toot. 
Happy Birthday Dlanne "A-Sweet" Vogue. 
From Ebony & Young Miss. 
Duke's Gym Tank Tops on sale. Limited 
number. x4757. 
Be Well! Look for Wellness Week activities 
on Mar. 16-20. 
Plan Now! The BBBB is featuring Locals 
Only on Mar. 16th in Godwin. After spring 
break plan on parrying with us. 
Steve - Easterns-get psyched-do it up! 
Flo (Our Missing Sultemate) - 
Congratulations on a winning season & your 
Ashby Little Sister bid! Love, Lisa, Pam & 
Sarah. 
Lisa Rivas - Good luck with your internship! 
You'll be missed! The Brothers & Little 
Sisters of I<J>E. 
Hey Brian - WeVe got no money, honey, but 
we can go; we'll split the difference, go to 
Coconut Grove.mhd 
Wellness Week Is Coming Mar. 16-20 - 
Watch for more information on "Patch- 
Adams, The Fun Run, Health Fair & 
Life-style Questionnaires. 
Hey Fish-Head! No reason-just I love you! 
Puddin1 Head 
Monthly Maid Service is included in your | 
rent at Hunters Ridge. Call 434-5150! 
"The Magic Elixirs Of Life" will be made I 
available to all JMU students on Mar. 19.| 
Watch for Patch! 
Girl - Hope your trip to the wilderness wa 
an adventure. Awaited your return from th 
moment you leff Boy 
Spring Break "Slock Up" Sale - Midwa 
Market (all week long). 
Snivels & Co. - Thanks to the sweethean 
3rd floor Fred., for allowing me to ste 
over during Sunday night's snowstorm.] 
love you all, M.S. 
To The Hot Girl In The Cool White Benz- 
UVA isn't so far away. 
Thunder Cats Awareness Week - Thunder 
Cats...Ho! 
International Business Club - Meeting 
Tuesday at 6 in Rm. B, WCC. 
Don't Miss The Hottest Band Around 
Brother Lou & The Plantation Voodoo, 
March 19 at JM's! 
Fencing Team Minus 2 - Personal tag; you're 
it! 
Steve Tomasi - Here's a clue & if I'm right, 
I'll see you at ZTA this Thursday night. 
The Valentine "Ace"? 
Congratulations To AKA Little Sister 
Pledges Margaret, Kim, Jimi, Caroline, 
Ewie, Sandy K., Barb, Suzanne & Sandy P. 
Good luck to you all! Show them your best! 
Robynn 
Melissa - Loved your payback. Can't wait 
for my surprise. Danny 
Steve - I'm really sorry about last we 
never meant to hurt you. I love you! You! 
TMBA! 
Diana - You're a terrific Big Sis. Thank 
for dinner. Hilary 
Spring Break "Stock Up" Sale - Midwa 
Market (all week long). 
Glen - Thanks! Its been a lot of fun. Love.j 
Me. 
Come 4'Join over 400 of your college 
friends that will be living at Hunters Ridge 
next year! 
JMU Today - Wednesdays, 3 & 8 pm, Cable 
Channel 8. 
Congratulations Theta Chi Pledges! Love, 
The Little Sisters. 
Alter Spring Break get well at Wellness 
Week activities Mar. 16-20. 
Tim Small • Confused about the Bahamas? 
Will it be Bachelorette #1", #2 or #3? 
Sand Mohl - You will be missed! BB 
"Chorus Line" - Miss you already! Cast 
party #5 soon? Celia 
Offer Your Suggestions For Our Programs 
- Now's your chance! In a residence hall near 
you. Mar. 3.5-9 pm. 
JMU Beach Towels! 
JMU Beach Towelsl Limited supply 
available! JMU beach towels! Call Kimberly, 
x4076 or Eagle 201. I'll deliver. 
Bra-Zee - Happy Birthday! I love you! Your 
Ho'. 
Ride Needed To Charlotte, NC Or Near - 
Can leave anytime on Thurs. or Fri., Mar. 5 
or 6. Will pay for gas. Contact Stacy, 
433-8164. 
Hey All You IBC Members! We missed you at 
the last meeting, so come s^meet your new 
Exec. Board! Tuesday, 6, Rnr. B in WCC. 
"Mystery Woman" - Moet or Mr. Bubble? 
Don't be bashful - carpe diem & all that. 
Talk to me. B2 
Upperclass Females In Love - Participate in 
research about-relationships! Send your 
name & P.O. I to Jenni, Box 2434, Thanks! 
Spring Break "Stock Up" Sale - Midway 
Market (all week long). 
Ricky - I'm psyched for fun times ahead & 
remember this is only the beginning! Good 
luctapledging. Love, Your Big Sis. 
To En Pledge Dan Cook - You're 
awesome! Have a great birthday! Keep up 
the good work. Love, Your Big Sis. 
Mark Keoppen - Happy 20th birthday 
3/8/87. Love, Mom, Dad & Doug. 
Find Out About The "Magic Elixirs Of Lite" 
on Mar. 19, 7 pm, in the Phillips Center 
Ballroom. 
Kelly E. - Have a fantastic 20th birthday! 
Love, Your Roomie. 
Jen - Happy 19th! Let's celebrate with 
"peach, peach wine"! Heidish 
Key West Oc Lauderdale - Room for 4 
people in large RV. $75/offer. Call Ken 
after 5, 433-6264. Keg included. 
Jon - Happy birthday! Chauncey, Buttons, 
Spooky & Mollie. 
V.D. - Very desperate! Need ride to 
Springfield Thursday, 1:30, x7329. 
Jill -, Yes, I am crazy. I love you. Brad 
Spring Break "Stock Up" Sale - Midway 
Market (all week long). 
Hunters Ridge - The ultimate place to live! 
Free Board At West Palm Beach, Florida 
condo! If you can provide transportation for 
4 others. Call Eileen, 433-5978. 
Randf4- S's with those M&M's? Love M&M. 
"The Magic Elixirs Of Life" are coming to 
campus on Thurs., Mar. 19. Watch for 
Patch! 
Jimbo - Happy 22nd b-day! I love you! You 
are my inspiration! Have a super special day! 
UNME1NS-4VRNS! Princess 
2 Maggots Looking  For A Host - 
Desperately need ride to Florida. Have gas, 
need car. (Thursday/Friday) Dan, x4116. 
it's Not Too Late 
Spring Break '87 
Friendship Travel 
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Summer Job Interviews - Average earnings 
$3400.  Gain valuable experience in 
advertising, sales, and public relations 
selling yellow page advertising for the JMU 
Campus Telephone Directory. Opportunity 
to travel nationwide. Complete training 
program in North Carolina (expenses paid). 
Looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented 
students for challenging, well-paying 
summer job. Sign up for interviews with 
University Directories at Career Planning 
& Placement by Mar. 18. 
433-5656 
CP&P Special Programs - Internships, 
Mar. 3, 5-6 pm, WCC, Rm. ,Q. A 
presentation of different type's of 
internships. Suggests ways of getting the 
best experience from them. 
Resume/Cover Letter Review - Every 
Thursday, 9-11:30 am at CP&P. 
Records For Sale 
WCC Patio, Wednesday & Thursday 
WJRM T-Shirts Too! 
The UCO Is Sponsoring a post spring break 
party in Godwin on Mar. 16th. Come see 
Local's Only & participate in the fun. 
Yesterday Was  Elizabeth Savage's 
birthday. If you see Elizabeth Savage today, 
wish her a happy belated birthday. 
Matt Benedeiti - Here's a personal, even 
though it's not the one you wanted. Bad 
timing! Keith, 
Paco - Good luck on your papers & have a 
great Spring Break. Think of me. Love ya! 
Shawn - Thanks for a wonderful year. It 
just keeps getting better and better. 
Happy Anniversary! Love, Kevin 
So, that's what shaving cream is used for. 
The possibilities are mind-boggling .. .PT 
Campus Police - Thanks to the two officers 
who helped get the Breeze to the Daily 
News-Record during last week's snow 
sto^m. The Breeze staff 
Diane - Wake up!!! Your production 
workers. 
QC - Good luck on your papers and have a 
great break Think of me. Love ya"! a 
Erik - Thanks for another incredible week. 
It's 6 1/2 weeks now and it just keeps 
getting better. Can't wait 'til S. Carolina. 
Love, Cathy 
0>   0>   €C> 
students 
in the dark 
about   YOUR 
business? 
An advertisement in 
The Breeze 
reaches 12,000 students, faculty and 
staff. To place your ad, call 568-6596. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
GENERAL 
Applications Are Now Being Accepted for 
membership in the Percy H. Warren 
Chapter of the Mortar Board Society. 
Eligibility: 3.25 cumulative GPA, at least 69 
hours of course work & involved in campus 
activities. Applications imay be picked up in 
Alumnae 106 & must be returmed by Fri., 
Mar. 20. 
For Information about Eating Disorders 
please call the ZTA Hotline, x7486, Monday 
- Wednesday, 8 pm to midnight. 
Physical Conditioning Sessions will be held 
through March 1 on Mondays, Tuesdays, 
Thursdays S Fridays from 5:15 to 6 pm at 
the football stadium. They are open to all 
students free of charge. 
The Lite Science Museum in Rm. 10 in the 
basement of Burruss Hall is open Mondays 
& Wednesdays from 1 to 5 pm & Tuesdays 
S Thursdays from 11 am to 1 pm. 
Resume/Cover Letter Review - Eve(y 
Thursday from 9 to 11:30 am at CP&P. 
Please have resumes in typed format prior 
to review. 
Internships - Mar. 3, 5-6 pm, WCC, Rm. D 
Presentation of different types of 
internships. Suggests ways of setting up 
experiences S getting the most from them. 
Breeze staff meeting at 3 p.m. today. It'll 
be downstairs in the office. 
MEETINGS 
Madison Marketing Assn. will hold a general 
meeting on Tues., Mar. 3,6 pm, WCC Rm. D. 
Nominations for officers will be taken 
International Business Club is holding a 
meeting for all members Tuesday at 6 in 
WCC Rm. B. 
Campus Crusade for Christ meets every 
Wednesday night at 7:45 in Mezzanine, Rm. 
D. For more information call Todd at 
433-1460. 
JMU's Music Industry Association meets at 
5:30 pm, Tuesdays in Duke Rm. M102. New 
members S interested parties are welcome. 
Alpha Phi Omega - Where service counts. 
A<M2 is a national co-ed service fraternity 
associated with the Boy Scouts of America. 
If you're interested in serving both JMU & 
the community, as well as having some fun, 
come to our organizational meeting Mon., 
Mar. 2, WCC, Wm. A, 8 pm. 
Madison Outing Club meets every 
Wednesday at 6 pm in Rm. A, WCC. 
EVENTS 
Ashbury United Methodist Church will host 
a series of 4 Lenton Concerts. All concerts 
begin at 7 pm. Nursery care will be 
provided. The first concert will be Mar. 4 
with organist John Fast. HeU play music by 
Bach, Mendelssohn, Barber's others. For 
more info, call 434-2836 
f 
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STRIPES are HOT this spring and 
summer. Be chic as well as comfortable in 
easy-care cotton-knits. And, better yet, 
these soft knits come out of an 
overstuffed suitcase ready to wear! 
Or strut your stuff in Australian 
influenced rough-'n ready ethnic fashions. 
There are plenty of sizzling new styles 
from which to choose. 
Southwest silver and turquoise and 
westem-look leather accessories are a 
must for your fashion-right denims. Even 
this season's major color choices reflect 
the cool warmth of the Southwest: 
turquoise, magenta, yellow, and very 
bright "citrus" colors. 
All this and more at Valley Mall. Find your 
break-away fashions at these stores: 
Alfred ^eys 
Bell's 
Benetton 
Brooks 
Charles Smith Shoes 
Chess King 
Claire's Boutique 
Earring Tree 
Endicott Johnson 
F.S. Fitch 
Foxmoor 
JC Penney 
Kinney Shoes 
Lazarus 
Leggett 
The Mark It 
Maurice's 
Merle Norman 
Naturalizer 
Ormond 
The Outdoor Place 
Pierced Ear 
Sidney's 
Spectrum 
Stuarts 
Thorn McAn 
\Watson's 
Make your biggest splash in a Sunolassp* ^IU. 
one-piece swimsuit with a fantastic   2XK« YaZ^l™ r,°°m 
cut-out that practically cuts your        diffPrpnt^Jh       f^ ?everal in 
cover into pieces. Such shapes!       S^^T       *' M * 
Check out the STRIPES' f m watch ~ or an antique looking 
timepiece - show you're really up to 
tne minute. 
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1-81 and Route S3 Cast 
Harrisonburg. Virginia 
Bounce, slide, and step into spring in 
shiny silver loafers, soft leather 
mocs or western-styled high tops. For 
her dress-up occasions, brightly 
colored pumps are the newest 
answer.     A 
MMtfWf 
The duds and trappings you need for 
your spring break-away are at 
Valley Mall's 88 stores. Take a 
shopping break today! Hours: 
Monday-Saturday, 10 am.   to 9 p.m. 
Spring Break 
Giveaway! 
r* 
^ 
All your necessities for spring are at 
the mall - in vivid color. Even your 
new camera. 
Win 4 FREE tickets to see GENESIS in concert! 
Bring this registration form to any of the 
participating Valley Mall stores. You 
could win four tickets to see GENESIS 
in concert May 26 at RFK stadium plus 
$50 cash. What a break - and all for you 
from Valley Mall! 
Participating stores: Merle Norman, 
Tuxedo Shop, Outdoor Place, Kay 
Jewelers, Hair Loft, Spectrum, Pierced 
Ear, Bridal Gallery, Ormond. General 
Nutrition Center, Medco, Glassner"s, 
F.S. Fitch, and Cowan Gallery. 
Name 
Address 
Phone 
RULES 
1. One entry per person, please. 
2. No age limit. 
3. No purchase necessary. 
4. Drawing to be held Monday, March 9,1987 Winner to 
be notified by mail. 
5. Entries to be brought to any participating Valley Mall 
store advertising in the 'Break-Away, Save 20%" section 
of the Feb. 26 issue of the Breeze. 
6. Deadline for entry, Saturday, March 7,1987,9 p.m. 
\l 
mmmmrm 
wm 
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Open mike 
Tte on/y way to ///itf ouf if people like a song is to play it ..." 
By Mike Wilson 
assistant news editor 
Deep down inside, everybody wants to be a star, and 
at two local bars, anybody who can play an instrument 
or carry a tune has an opportunity to find out what it's 
like to be in the limelight. 
Sunday nights at The Little Grill and Monday nights 
at Calhoun's, the stage is open to amateur and 
professional talent. 
If you play guitar and never have had the chance to 
play in front of a crowd, or if you play in a band and 
want to try out some solo or original music, "open 
mike night" is for you. 
Scott Murray, a JMU graduate, got his start at open 
mike night at The Little Grill, located at 621 N. Main 
St. 
"I walked in on open stage night one night, got 
drunk, and my friends got me up there," he says. 
"After that, I started winning contests." 
Murray plays the guitar and sings professionally 
now with Rick Harris, who runs the open mike nights 
at Calhoun's, located at 51 Court Square. The two 
recenUy released a tape titled "Old Man Dreams." 
"Without open stage, I never would have got a 
start," Murray says. "I think its fantastic. It gives 
people who ordinarily wouldn't get up a chance to 
shine." 
Bob Driver, manager of The Little Grill, has been 
hosting open mike night since early 1985 and has been 
happy with the response it has gotten. 
"It gives a bunch of people who are not ready to play 
- real gigs a chance to get up on stage," he says. 
Driver, 29, with hair as long in back as it is thin in 
front, emphasizes accoustic music on open mike night 
because it doesn't take long to set up. Everyone who 
wants to play gets 30 minutes. 
Driver is an accomplished guitarist and plays in a 
trio called Worried Life, but the group plans to change 
the name to the Bellzona Blues Review soon. He 
opens up each Sunday night by playing a set of his 
own, and then opens the stage up to anyone else who 
wants to play. 
The atmosphere at open mike night is casual and 
relaxed, he says as he sits in a booth, leaning against 
the wall with his feet up. Just about anything can 
happen. 
"Substandard and obnoxious acts are rubberbanded.. 
That's how we get them off the stage," Driver says, 
describing the tradition that has developed among the 
staff and regulars at The Little Grill of shooting 
rubberbands at bad acts. 
"We have a great time — hilarity reigns." 
Many of the people who work at The Little Grill 
play guitar also and Driver tries to give them a chance 
to play whenever possible. 
"If they can get a break from the kitchen, I try to get 
them out here," he says. 
The crowd at The Little Grill is made up of "kind of 
a die-hard kind of following." Most of them are not 
musicians. They just come for the atmosphere and to 
listen to the music. Driver says. 
,He says the crowds vary from "zero to an amazing 
turnout." They don't really vary from week to week 
but rather they go through periods. 
The recent addition of extra seating at The Little 
Grill means even the "amazing" turnouts can now be 
accommodated in the tiny diner. 
"There is room for everybody to sit now, but last 
year at this time people were standing, it was so 
crowded," Driver says. 
At Calhoun's, Harris provides the sound system and 
starts things off each Monday night by playing a set of 
his own, usually original material. 
Harris has a close-trimmed beard and wears a hat 
pulled low over his eyes so the only time the audience 
sees them is when he leans back while playing his 
guitar. 
The talent that comes in is steadily getting better, 
Harris says. "At least half of the people who play here 
are professionals." 
"It [Open Mike Night] usually closes down in the 
winter, but we've had such a good turnout, we decided 
to keep it going this winter," he says. 
The atmosphere at Calhoun's open mike night is 
much different from the ususal Friday and Saturday 
night crowds at many bars. There is usually room for 
everyone to sit down, and there is no crowding to get 
beer. 
Harris says one reason he keeps hosting open mike 
See OPEN page 19 >• 
Staff photos by MING LEONG 
Rick Harris says he continues to host 
Calhoun's open mike nights because of 
the audiences it draws. 
Steve Speakman calls the crowds   "vicious, mindless 
groups of wonderful people. 
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> (continued from page 18) 
night is the kind of people who come to watch. 
"The people who come here [for open mike night] 
are the cream of the crop, the kind of people you can 
sit down with and tell your life story to. That's why I 
come back here," he says. 
"I choose to hang out with real people with real 
emotions." 
The crowd a Calhoun's is made up of about 50 
percent Harrisonburg residents and 50 percent JMU 
students, Harris says. 
While the people at open mike night are usually 
friendly and relaxed, they are not always the most 
attentive. 
Steve Speakman, who sings and plays the autoharp, 
describes the crowds as "vicious, mindless groups of 
wonderful people." 
"They'll talk the whole time you play, then when 
you finish playing they clap just like they were 
listening," he says. 
Speakman, who recently has had recording offers 
from professional record companies, sees open mike 
night as an opportunity to try out new material in a 
casual atmosphere where there is no pressure. 
"The only way to find out if people like a song is to 
play it in front of them. They're terrible crowds — 
that's why they're good. They don't pay anything to 
get in, so they don't owe you anything. 
"You only play one set, so it's a good time to try 
out new stuff," he says. ^ 
Van Schumacher and Chip Goodson of Elkton 
started playing at Calhouns' open mike night last 
summer after their band, X-high, broke up. They had 
Staff photo by MING LEONG 
Chip Goodson    (left)   and   Van   Schumacher   began   playing   at   open   mike nights at 
Calhoun's last summer. 
played a lot of classic rock and roll with the band, but 
have switched to accoustic music and have received an 
excellent response. 
The two call themselves Tea for Two and play many 
Beatles and Simon and Garfunkel songs that arc 
familiar to the audience. 
Schumacker says playing at open mike nights is 
different from playing in a band because the 
atmosphere is more intimate. 
"It's a little more personal — you don't have 
anything to hide behind." 
Hoodoo Gurus to play Wednesday night 
By Pam Wiley 
features editor 
As if in response to cries for a 
"college" band, the University Program 
Board will present Hoodoo Gurus and 
Winter Hours Wednesday night at 8 
p.m. in Godwin Hall. 
Hoodoo Gurus, an Australian quartet 
who toured with The Bangles last year, 
has two albums Mars Needs Guitars and 
Stone Age Romeos. 
Both have topped U.S. college record 
charts, and a third album is scheduled 
for release in the near future. 
Hoodoo Gurus' songs are a mixture of 
nostalgic pop, punk and even country 
sounds. A review of one of their 
appearances with The Bangles compared 
the Hoodoo Gurus to "the Moody Blues 
gone horribly — and wonderfully — 
awry." 
Winter Hours, a five-man band from 
Lyndhurst, N.J., formed in 1983 and 
has three albums out — Churches, 
Wait till the Morning and Leaving ' 
Time. Their sound has drawn them 
comparisons to R.E.M., Bob Dylan 
and The Doors. 
Tickets are $6 and are on sale at the 
UPB box office in the Warren Campus 
Center. / 
Photo courtesy of UPB 
Hoodoo    Gurus    (from    left)   Dave   Faulkner,   Clyde   Bramley,   Brad   Shepherd   and   Mark 
Kingsmiii will be doing that hoodoo they   do   so well Wednesday night in Godwin Hall. 
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This spring, 
makeabreakfbrft. 
$4950 
Each way based on 
round-trip purchase. 
L L ^.S .pnng Break'mch a Greyhound' to the beach, the mountains or your home- 
town. For as low as $49.50 one way, you 
and your friends will have a great time when 
you go Greyhound. 
JS^Andleave the driving to us: 
Greyhound - 774 E. Market - 434 - 8052 
MuBptaau.vJidcoUeffHudoiiI.D.ard upon purer-*. No other di«»^t. ^^. Ticl^ ire nomruufenble «d good for mvH «, r--,^  .. 
c i_ arrien. Ceruun rcKrichoni «pplv "* «n ureynound Lines, UK   and ml— — 
lwuoKwiyb«edonrw^-mppuxc^andisvilidforde»tin«iomu^  .. °"w pirocpmn. 
Greyhound iko offers in unlimited mueige fire fo7»59 bucd on roundup purer**; romo ». unereflective 2/1/87 through VJH7 rvr_ i D re«ncoom .pply. e l!*?^^^1™ No« «" » Cm*,. 
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Cold Dukes lose to Middies 
By Rob Washburn 
sports edit of-  
HAMPTON - For the first 20 
minutes in the semifinals of the 
Colonial Athletic Association 
tournament Sunday, the JMU men's 
basketball team was able to hold off 
top-seeded Navy with its long-range 
firepower. 
But when the Dukes shot blanks for 
the first six minutes of the second half. 
Navy was able to cruise to an easy 
85-64 win at the Hampton Coliseum. 
JMU is now 20-9 and will have to 
wait until Sunday to see if its season 
will continue in the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association or National 
Invitation tournaments. 
"We have to shoot very, very well to 
beat Navy," said JMU head coach John 
Thurston. "If you don't shoot well, you 
fall behind and then you start forcing 
shots. We just ran out of gas." 
JMU hit on six of 12 three-pointers 
in the first half and trailed just 38-36 at 
the break. Eric "Boo Boo" Brent, who 
led JMU with 21 points, hit a 
three-pointer to open the second half 
and things looked like they would 
continue to go the Dukes' way. 
But over the next five minutes. Navy 
hit six shots while JMU missed eight 
straight The result was a 52-39 lead for 
the Middies and trouble for JMU. 
Navy got its offensive power from a 
surprising source. Carl Liebert, who 
had scored just 10 points in the first 
two games against JMU this year, 
connected on 10 of 14 shots and scored 
a team-high 24 points. Liebert's 
shooting enabled the Middies to destroy 
the Dukes' triangle-and-two defense, 
which was designed to double team 
ail-American center David Robinson. 
"We knew we were in trouble early in 
the game when Liebert was making the 
shots," Thurston said. "When we played 
in Annapolis, he had the exact same 
shots and he was missing." 
JMU got its opportunity to pull back 
into the game when Robinson picked 
up his fourth foul with 14:37 to play in 
the contest. 
The Dukes then made a small run, 
cutting the lead to 53-46 on a Kennard 
Winchester jumper with 11:45 to play. 
But Navy went on a 14-2 run to put 
JMU away for good. 
Thurston said the Middies, instead of 
folding without Robinson, were able to 
pick up the level of play without their 
top gun. 
"We had already dug too deep a hole for 
ourselves and they played well in that 
JMU's Eric Brent pulls down a 
over George Mason. Brent and 
time," Thurston said. "At that time, the 
next three minutes mean everything and 
we didn't score. We had the 
opportunities, but we didn't capitalize 
on them. 
"They played with a lot more 
intensity and enthusiasm than when we 
played up in Annapolis. When they 
play with enthusiasm and intensity, 
they're head and shoulders above the rest 
Staff photo by MING LEONG 
rebound In the Dukes' 68-64 opening-round win Saturday night 
JMU's Kennard Winchester each finished with 18 points. 
of the league." 
From that point. Navy was able to * 
increase its lead to as much as 23 and 
Robinson never had to enter the game 
again. 
Navy hit 63 percent of its shots in 
the second half while JMU or.Iy hit 37 
percent. 
In the first half, the Dukes hit their 
first four shots from the field and took a 
12-point lead on  Brent's three-pointer 
with 14:33 to go. 
JMU did an outstanding job of 
surrounding Robinson in the early 
going. He didn't touch the ball in the 
game's first four minutes and didn't 
register his first field goal until the 
13:23 mark. 
See MEN page 27 >• 
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Why pay rent and lose 
when you can buy and win? 
Let your roommates help to pay for your college housing. 
Positive cash flow 
No closing costs or points 
95% Financing 
New four bedroom plan 
Two full baths 
Quiet study environment 
All kitchen appliances 
5 minute walk to class . 
Central Air Conditioning 
And Much More 
Name 
Address. 
State 
=l 
Zip 
Phone 
L Bradley Properties P.O. Box 8187 Roanoke, VA 24014 J 
For more information about University Place call toll free in Virginia l-800-?fio oo^ 
ext. 435, or out of Virginia 1-800-822-4433. ext. 435, or send in couonn ' coupon. 
Come by our Sales Offiqe between 1-5 p.m. or call 433.5052 
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JMU defeats Eagles for title 
By Mark Charnock 
managing editor  
Throughout much of the first half of the CAA 
tournament championship game, American 
University was living out a dream. 
But after trailing 34-28 at the half, JMU dealt the 
Eagles a strong dose of reality to take a 74-62 win 
and its second straight Colonial Athletic Association 
tournament title. 
"They [American] gave a tremendous effort," JMU 
head coach Shelia Moorman said after her team 
moved to 26-3. "I appreciate them living up to my 
expectations." 
Moorman has been saying all along that the Eagles 
would be the toughest team in the Colonial to beat, 
and for the first half, Moorman was a modem-day 
Staff photo by JIM ENGBERT 
It's celebration time lor JMU's Sydney Beasley (center), Diane Budd (left) and Donna 
Budd during the Dukes' record-sitting 107-48 win over UNC-Wllmington. 
soothsayer. 
American came out with strong rebounding and 
pressure defense to jump out to a 9-5 lead in the with 
3:37 gone in the first half. 
The Eagles extended their lead over the next 10 
minutes, using short jumpers and good inside work 
to go up 26-16 with 7:02 left in the half. 
That put the Dukes in a come-from-behind position 
they never encountered during their unbeaten CAA 
regular-season days, and a 107-48 semifinal 
demolition of UNC-Wilmington. 
The score didn't seem to faze JMU. The Dukes 
stuck with their gamcplan, and after Missy Dudley's 
16-footer, JMU went in trailing 34-28 at the half. 
The pep talk at half time, Moorman said, wasn't 
anything special. "She just told us to get out there 
and play Dukes' ball," JMU captain Flo Jackson said. 
Moorman stressed pressure defense, help at the post 
on offense and, above all, patience in cutting the lead. 
If patience was to be a virtue for the Dukes, 
pressure defense wasn't too far behind. 
Flo Jackson set the tone for the second half, 
picking American guard Jody Thornton clean on a 
steal and subsequent three-point play to begin the 
second half. 
"I thought we came up with some steals," 
Moorman said. "Our kids get excited when that 
happens and that helps you pick up on the other end 
of the floor." 
The Dukes finally took their first lead of the game 
when Alisa Harris' jumper in the lane put them up 
35-34 with almost three minutes gone in the second 
half. 
From there, depth and determination were the keys. 
The Dukes didn't extend their lead past four until 
Julie Franken's layup with 5:53 left in the game put 
JMU up 60-54. 
American tired late in the game, as JMU went with 
its front-line strength and continued pressure on 
offense. 
"Coach said run at them„," Jackson said. "I think 
that kind of wore them down." 
For American, the championship game was the 
final rung on a ladder to recognition this season. 
"I thought we played as hard as we possibly could," 
American head coach Linda Ziemke said after the 
game. "I can't understand why James Madision isn't 
ranked higher than 13th in the country." 
"I'm very proud of our kids. We want to be back in 
this game [next year] and we hope the outcome will 
be a little different." 
See WOMEN page 26 >■ 
'Team player1 Beasley leads Dukes to crown 
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By Sonny Dearth 
assistant sports editor 
The Colonial Athletic Association 
champion JMU women's basketball 
team was a good team last season. With 
the development of junior transfer 
Sydney Beasley, they have advanced 
beyond "good." 
But the CAA player of the year and 
tournament most valuable player insists 
her teammates are the reason she 
received those honors'in her first year at 
JMU. 
"Everyone has their role and we just 
play our role as a team," she said. "If it 
weren't for the team, I wouldn't be 
where I am today." 
Where she is today is the pinnacle of 
the conference. She scored 26 points in 
both Saturday's 107-48 semifinal 
shellacking of UNC-Wilmington and 
the   Dukes'   74-62   victory   over 
American. 
Hitting 22 of 25 field goal attempts 
°and finishing with 52 points for the 
two games, she proved why she was 
chosen CAA player of the year and the 
runaway tourney MVP choice. 
"As a team, we were really pumped 
up [for the CAA tourney]," she said. 
"We just wanted to prove we were a top 
20 teamA 
One could notice how the word 
"team" flows easily from Beasley. 
The 6-foot-1 center from Oxon Hitl, 
Md. gave an indication of her star 
quality in the Dukes' season-opening 
74-73 win over Missouri in the 
Bowling Green Bank Invitational at 
Western Kentucky. She came off the 
bench to score a team-high 24 points 
and lead the Dukes past one of their 
tougher foes this season. 
Five games later, Beasley earned a 
permanent starting spot and started the 
road to some excellent statistics: 
scoring double figures in 27 of the 29 
games, being named CAA player of the 
week three times and setting JMU 
single season scoring and field goal 
percentage records, just to name a few. 
Never, however, did she do it at the 
expense of her fellow Dukes. 
"We're a team [and] I play team 4all," 
she said. "There's usually two people 
[in zone defenses] collapsing on me, so 
I can pass off." 
Beasley said she didn't expect to gain 
• 
,«■■■•■»«»■•■«■■■■■■■••■»■■■■■■■■■■a■»■■■■■■■«#■■■■■■■• 
See BEASLEY page 25 > 
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Baseball team 
\ 
By Greg McCormick 
staff writer  
In the second game of Sunday's 
double-header between JMU and West 
Virginia University, Mountaineer 
pitcher Keith Regn held the Dukes to 
just two hits and struck out six batters. 
The only negative part of his 
performance was the fact that he lost 
the game. 
Designated hitter Steve Schwartz did 
just that, sending Regn's 1-2 pitch into 
right center, scoring Sam Rose from 
second and giving JMU a 3-2 win. 
The win capped a two-game sweep for 
the Dukes, having captured the opener, 
5-4 in eight innings. 
"It was a fastball away," Schwartz 
said of Regn's final pitch. "I just hoped 
it wasn't a breaking ball, I don't know 
why I had had trouble all day with it." 
Indeed he had. Until his last at bat, he 
had gone 0-for-6 at the plate. 
In the seventh, pinch hitter Sam Rose 
and second baseman Jeff Garber both 
drew walks, which set the stage for 
Schwartz's heroics. 
JMU held a 2-1 lead into the fifth 
inning, but lost that when Mountaineer 
first baseman John Kuzemchak 
launched a deep fly to center that scored 
Manning Baumgardner from third. 
Other than Schwartz's game winner, 
the Dukes were hidess for five innings. 
Their only other base hit was in the 
second and came from Bobby Ivanicki. 
"^A lot of guys still don't have their 
timing down, they're just not in the 
groove," Garber said. "We haven't seen 
a lot of live pitching. 
"The more pitching we see, the better 
the hitting will become. It's just a 
matter of time." 
Offense was more of a factor in 
Sunday's first game, as the Dukes came 
up with 10 hits, six of those coming in 
sweeps 
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Beasley 
>■ (Continued from page 23) 
all this attention so soon, "but I knew I 
had the leadership ability," she said. 
"Adjusting was the biggest thing, that 
and getting to know the girls and their 
style of play, and vice versa." 
JMU coach Shelia Moorman, 
however, saw much room for 
improvement, as does Beasley herself. 
After the Dukes' win over American 
Sunday, Moorman said, "It's odd, but 
she didn't really have her best game, 
[but] she gives us big buckets when we 
need them." 
Beasley also realized her defensive 
play could have been better in the 
tourney. 
"I think it [defense] was mediocre, but 
it got better as the game went on," she 
said. 
"There's always room for 
improvement. Most good athletes gel 
the final three innings. 
Mark Brockell accounted for almost 
hah of those 10, one in each of his four 
trips to the plate. His three singles and 
a double drove in four of JMU's five 
runs. 
His biggest hit came in the bottom of 
the extra inning, a single that scored 
Rod Boddie from third. Boddie was there 
after tripling to the left field wall to 
open the inning. 
"I was just looking for a pitch I could 
handle," Brockell said. After getting a 
fastball, he had a "sneaking suspicion" 
that WVU relief pitcher Dave Perry 
would come with a breaking ball. 
Brockell was right and took the 
second pitch into left center to end the 
game. 
JMU held a 4-3 advantage in the sixth 
after Brockell's third hit of the game, a 
two-run double, scored Dave Kennett 
and Ivanicki. The Dukes, however, as 
they would laterv saw their lead 
disappear. 
Third baseman Gus Morande's 
run-scoring single in the top of the 
seventh had forced the extra inning. 
Defensively, there were some changes 
that might have a direct effect on the 
future success of the Dukes' season. 
Garber, after spending last year at 
shortstop, is now the second baseman, 
a change that will t*e some getting 
used to. 
"I like second, but I don't quite feel 
comfortable.theri yet," he said. "But 
that's just a matter of time, getting used 
to Matt Lasher at short, figure out 
where the ball's going to be, things like 
that." 
Schwartz, meanwhile, doesn't know 
from day to day what position to 
prepare for. 
"As long I'm playing, really I don't 
mind," he^taid. 
on themselves to get better. I consider 
myself a year behind most people in 
this conference," she added. 
However, many people would beg to 
differ with that statement after watching 
Beasley become a dominant inside 
force. She lost a year of eligibility 
after transferring from the University of 
Maryland, but shows few signs of the 
layoff. 
Her recent success and enjoyment is 
quite a change from Beasley's days at 
Maryland, a program she gladly left 
after it had a year of off-court turmoil. 
But now she plays for JMU and has 
her first shot at the NCAA tournament. 
Beasley said the Dukes could go to 
the "Final Four, all the way." 
"As good as it takes for us to win," 
she said. "I've learned so much here. So 
many things have been great." 
Especially now. 
Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP 
JMU catcher Scott Engle's sixth-inning tag on West Virginia's 
John Kuzemchak kept the Dukes within a run in game one. The 
Dukes went on to win the game 5-4. 
SPORTSFILE 
Gymnasts win 
over Radford 
The JMU women's gymnastics team 
(4-11) defeated Radford for the first time 
in three meets this season, winning 
173.35-172.00 at Radford Saturday. 
The Dutfes shattered their former 
school record total of 169.90 to win the 
neet. 
JMU's Laura Peterson set a new 
school record of 36.0 to win the 
ill-around competition, breaking her old 
standard of 35.7. 
She set two new JMU event records 
by winning the vault with a 9.15 score 
and the uneven parallel bars with a 
9.45. 
Radford gymnasts took firsts in the 
balance beam and floor exercise. 
MEN'S    GYMNASTICS 
JMU (6-5) easily stopped Radford 
228.60-193.40 Saturday at Radford. 
Dukes' gymnasts won all six events 
as Mike Harley took firsts in four 
events and the all-around title with a 
48.65 score. 
Harley won the floor exercise (9.25), 
vault (8.9), parallel bars (8.5) and high 
bar (8.45). 
Dave Cvercko earned top honors in 
the pommel horse for the Dukes with a 
7.2 and Mark Smith won the rings with 
an 8.9. 
WOMEN'S     SWIMMING 
JMU placed 10th of 28 teams in the 
Eastern Women's Swimming League 
Championships at Providence, R.I., 
tying their highest finish ever at the 
meet. 
Brown won the championship with 
765 points, followed by Harvard with 
659. JMU scored 116 points. 
The Dukes' highest finish was Kamie 
Kuester's school record seventh-place 
time of 17:24.78 in the 1,650-yard 
freestyle. 
The JMU relay team of Leslie 
Norton, Mary Mumber, Jenni Demko 
and Annie Jones placed seventh in both 
the 200- (1:39.39) and 400-yard 
(3:34.82) freestyles. 
Jones came in 12th in the 50-yard 
freestyle with a time of 24.83 seconds, 
while Johnson placed 12th in the 
400-yard individual medley with a 
4:38.88 time. 
Donna Rosato finished 13th and Rae 
Asbridge 15th in the 100-yard 
breast-stroke. Donohue placed 14th in 
the 100-yard butterfly. 
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JMU now must wait until their place in the NCAA 
draw is decided next Sunday. 
"I don't know how far we'll go," Moorman said. "I 
would think having won this tournament, we'll be 
kept in the East." 
As to who the Dukes might play, that will be up 
to the somewhat fickle NCAA tournament 
committee. 
"I wouldn't put anything past that basketball 
committee," Moorman said, adding that the 
committee looks at rivalries and other matchups as 
part of the process. 
JMU likely will be among the top seeds in the 
East, increasing the possibility of having a 
tournament game in Harrisonburg. 
"Basically I think if we play in the first round, it 
will be here," Moorman said. "I'll play any of them 
here." 
Included among those top teams in the East is 
Virginia. Jackson, among others would like to get a 
rematch going, and continue farther down the NCAA 
road to the Final Four in Austin, Texas this spring. 
Jackson is not alone in her thinking the Dukes 
have the potential to go far. 
"I'd be pleased to be watching them in Texas," 
American's  Ziemke  said   afterwards.   "I'd  be 
disappointed if they're not in Texas." 
JMU NOTES—Aside from Beaslcy being the 
tourney MVP, Jackson joined American's Beth 
Shearer, Kelly Lane, Jody Thornton and East 
Carolina's Delphine Mabry on the all-tournament 
team. 
Jackson and Beasley also made the all-conference 
team, with Beasley as Player of the Year, and 
Moorman as Coach of the Year. 
JMU forwards Betsy Witman and Julie Franken 
made the conference All-Academic team. Jackson and 
Donna Budd made the CAA's all-defensive team. 
JRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA 
Ciro's Pizza 
SPECIAL 
; k 
l! 
i; 
Buy a 16" pizza 
2 toppings plus cheese 
coupon only)        ONLY    $D - £ 9 
The Original Italian Pizza 
778 E. Market Street 
Expires May 30, 1987 4o4"0*J f O 
MISTAEKS 
In a newspaper, it could be a 
misspelled name, a misheard 
quote, or a fact that's fiction. 
If you see something in The Breeze 
that warrants correction, call 
Kyra Scarton, editor, at x6127. 
Write your ad here: 
Name 
Phone 
Clip this form and put it in an 
envelope with $2 for 1-10 words 
$4 for 10-20 words and  so on. 
Mail the envelope to The Breeze 
campus mail, or deliver it to our* 
office ;n the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
Deadline for Mondays issue 
is noon Friday. Deadline for Thursdays 
issue is noon Tuesday. ays 
All classifieds must include name 
and phone number. 
_ 
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Wrestlers win two, prepare for regional 
By Sonny Dearth 
assistant sports editor 
This season may have started slowly 
for the JMU wrestling team, but coach 
Pete Schuyler and his squad have turned 
things around just in time. 
The Dukes wrestled their last two 
matches in near-top form, defeating 
American 28-14 Friday and George 
Washington 33-14 Saturday at Godwin 
Hall. 
JMU closed its dual match season 
with an 8-9 record, but more 
importantly, seems to be peaking for 
this weekend's NCAA Eastern Regional 
championships at Slippery Rock, Pa. 
The Dukes are the two-lime defending 
regional champions, having won the 
team Udc in 1985 and 1986. 
"We're trying to win dual meets, but 
my main goal is to win the regionals," 
Schuyler said. "We don't have a 
program to win a national team title, 
but we have a program to win a 
national individual title." 
The JMU wrestler most likely to 
reach that goal is senior 118-poundcr 
Jeff "Peanut" Bowycr. Ranked seventh 
in the nation in his weight class. 
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Bowyer warmed up for the regionals by 
defeating American's Paul Thomas and 
GWU's Karl Tamai by technical falls 
(where one wrestler gains a 15-point 
lead). 
"This is it. There's no turning back," 
Bowyer said. "I've had four good years, 
the only difference between me and the 
best guys in the country is knowing I 
can do it. 
"Hopefully I will." 
Bowycr, however, was far from the 
only Duke to perform well over the 
weekend. 
JMU raced to a 31-0 lead over GWU 
in a meet that easily could have been 
much closer. The Dukes won the fust 
seven bouts before the Colonials came 
back to win the 177- and 190-pound 
matches. 
After Bowyer's win gave JMU a 6-0 
lead. Dukes' 126-poundcr Dave Monize 
rallied from a 5-2 deficit to gain a 7-6 
win over the Colonials' Eric Ritari. 
JMU's Jon Blauvelt then outduelcd 
GWU's Chris Hicks 5-2 at 134 pounds 
before senior Andy Gunning pinned the 
Colonials' Mike Nero after 2:42 of their 
bout. 
After this early success, the Dukes led 
18-0 and were all but assured of the 
team victory. 
Gunning has struggled this season, 
but his pin gave him renewed 
confidence. 
"It's been one injury after the next," 
he said. "Coming into the last match, 
you hate to go out on a sour note. 
Everybody was wrestling well. It's the 
tuneup we need for regionals." 
JMU's Pat Smith recorded a 
last-second takedown to assure a 15-9 
victory over GWU's Joe Mannix at 150 
pounds. Dukes' 158-pounder Brian 
Kurlandcr and 167-poundcr George 
Fiorile then pinned their opponents to 
clinch JMU's triumph. 
"All three of those guys dropped 
weight [to move to a lower division]," 
Schuyler said. "It was their decision." 
GWU came back to trim the Dukes' 
lead as 177-pounder Chris Peterson 
pinned JMU's Chris Petrucelli, who 
was wrestling above his weight class. 
The Colonials' Jim Reffelt defeated 
JMU's John Farbrothcr by technical fall 
at 190 pounds, but the Dukes' 
heavyweight Chris Crissman drew 
GWU's Doug Van Oistc 1-1 to account 
for the final score. 
JMU struggled early against 
American. The Eagles won two and tied 
one of the first four bouts to tie the 
team score at 8-8 against the favored 
Dukes. 
JMU quickly assumed a commanding 
28-8 lead, however. 
Smith defeated American's Wes 
Swagger 13-3 at 150 pounds, Kurlander 
pinned Tom Wilde, Fiorile slopped Bill 
Bayle 17-7 and Gunning won by forfeit 
as the Eagles competed without a 
i77-pound wrestler. 
American cut the final margin to 
28-14 as the Eagles' Andy Scheffer . 
defeated JMU 190-pounder John Cheeks 
7-2 and American heavyweight Mark 
Snuffin won 8-4 over the Dukes' Chris 
Crissman. 
Schuyler has high hopes for the 
Dukes in the regionals, where they will 
try to overcome host Slippery Rock, 
Millersville and nationally ranked 
Edinboro for their third straight team 
championship. 
"I think we have the capability of 
sending four or five guys to nationals," 
he said. "If we get those guys to win 
championships, we'll be tough to beat. 
"They're [Edinboro] going to give us 
a run for the money. We're capable of 
doing it, but we'll have to have a super 
tournament." 
Men 
> (Continued from page 21) 
Once he got started, however he proved 
tough to stop, scoring 11 points over 
the next four minutes to put Navy in 
the lead 28-27. 
The Dukes' took their last lead in the 
half 33-31 on a Brent layup with 4:37 
in the half. JMU never led by more 
than two points after that. 
"I'm proud of my guys," Thurstpn 
said. "We gave them a half and we 
battled them. For our team this year, 
we've accomplished way beyond the 
goals we set for this game." 
To reach the semi-finals, the Dukes 
defeated George Mason for the third 
time this season, this time winning 
68-64. Winchester and Brent paced the 
Dukes with 18 points, while John 
Newman had 12 points and seven 
rebounds and Ben Gordon had 11 points 
and 11 assists. Kenny Sanders led the 
Patriots with 18 points, but didn't have 
a field goal in the last nine minutes: 
The Dukes led by as many as nine in 
the first half but only 32-28 at the 
break. 
George Mason took a 46-44 lead with 
12:18 to play but Thorn Brand's jumper 
tied the game and the Dukes didn't trail 
the rest of the way. JMU led 66-58 
with 1:22 to play but a pair of Anthony 
(Amp) Davis three-pointers cut the 
margin to 66-64 with 1:01 left. 
Gordon turned the ball over 37 
seconds to play, but JMU got a break. 
* Davis stepped on the sideline and gave 
the Dukes the ball back with 21 
seconds. 
Claude Ferdinand, who had missed the 
front end of a one and one with 1:10 to 
go, then hit a pair of free throws to put 
the game away. 
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Recognition 
Good news, everybody. JMU has something important of which to be 
proud. Thanks to the diligence of two JMU professors in the Virginia 
General Assembly, leadership by the Student Government Association 
and initiative on the part of several students, JMU will be recognized as 
the flagship Virginia university of the U.S. Constitutional bicentennial. 
Unlike our neighboring institutions in Charlottesville (whose founder 
was out of the country when the document was written) and Williamsburg 
(founded long before anyone even suggested a constitution), this 
university is named for the man who wrote the document and lobbied for 
its passage. 
And sarcasm aside, the assembly's bill awards JMU the prestige of a 
leading institution. Sure, recognition as the bicentennial flagship 
university is largely ceremonial (as would be designation as the "official 
university of the 1988 Olympics"). But it's not a title to be bestowed on an 
institution unworthy of honorable mention. The award is an 
acknowledgment from the state that JMU is a distinguished part of the 
Virginia school system. 
Political science professor Paul Cline and accounting associate 
professor Kevin Miller were instrumental in passing the bill. As respective 
members of the House of Delegates and state Senate, their intense 
lobbying effort reaped a big reward for JMU. 
Credit also goes to the SGA for passing a bill of opinion supporting the 
proposal and mobilizing a lobbying phone-a-thon. Student enthusiasm 
was stirred up and students got involved in campaigning for their 
university. And an SGA senator traveled to Richmond to engage directly 
in lobbying efforts. 
Through the efforts of many people, JMU has scored a major public 
relations coup that can only enhance its image as a scholarly institution. 
We applaud those whose work made the bill a reality. 
We also suggest that someone, anyone, consider moving James 
Madison's long-neglected statue out of the library basement patio and 
into a more prominent place on campus. If we're being honored for the 
accomplishments of the man, we ought to honor him by giving him the 
exposure he deserves. 
The above is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board. 
Andrew Wyatt 
Greeks need diversity, not campus houses 
While I realize that Greek Row has accommodated 
the Greeks for nearly 15 years, the "completion" of 
the row (scheduled for July 1987) prompts me and, 
hopefully, others to consider an issue perhaps not 
thought of. 
Diversity. 
The university is preparing to move four more 
Greek organizations onto the row (Sigma Pi, Lambda 
Chi Alpha, Delta Gamma, and Alpha Chi Omega), 
the last of the off-campus Greeks presently active and 
recognized by the university. This will bring the total 
number of Greek organizations on the row to 17. 
Seventeen. 
Now, that sounds like a lot of diversity running 
rampant up and down that fine (CONfining) space, 
doesn't it?       „ 
Right. 
Just like the Village, or the Lake, or Bluestone. 
The point is that while on-campus residents are 
thrown somewhat haphazardly together, those in 
Greek housing have chosen to be there for their 
organization's own particular characteristics. 
Although the issue is basically history now (the 
new houses are university owned), refusal to move 
could prompt JMU to revoke a sorority's or 
fraternity's university recognition. 
If Greeks were allowed to find their own houses 
in Harrisonburg, even close to campus like the 
university-leased ones now, I believe this might 
create a more attractive and stimulating environment 
for each one. This might also create a more 
"traditional" Greek system overall. Situng on top of 
each other in-rinky-dink townhouses only promotes 
stagnation, simulation and conformity. 
THE BEAT 
John Trumbo 
Providing one long "row" of fraternity and sorority 
parties for underage drinkers also causes alcohol 
problems for the Greeks and the entire campus. Not 
being able to drink on their own, undcraged drinkers 
seek out any available sources, detracting from the 
true purposes of the organizations. 
Take a brief look at The University of Virginia. 
Their fraternities and sororities are close together but 
they have separate, individual houses in town that 
aren't a stone's throw from the president's office. 
Most state schools do not even provide Greek 
housing as JMU does. If JMU were to leave housing 
up to each organization, then the Greek row houses 
could be used to once and for all get rid of HoJo's or 
provide transfer students with housing who really 
need it. No new dorms would have to be built. 
JMU, as a whole, is an extremely diverse 
university, a myriad of attitudes, beliefs and 
expressions. 
The Northern Virginia Yuppies-to-be. 
The Virginia Beach surf bums 
The New York/New Jersey ... (well, I'd better not 
go too far and expect my roommate to let me in 
tonight). 
And the thousands of other regions represented here 
?,hW ?r0«f W3S °nly lhe Normal and Ind"stml School for Women. 
Why then, with organizations as potentially rich in 
diversity and alternatives as the Greeks, should the 
ZheiMn 2,0^eate 3 IiUle JMU suburb (comPle* 
with JMU  Neighborhood Watch") on Greek Row? 
Just let them be themseltes, huh? I believe the 
SS KCre ? aduU enough and ma*re enough to handle| then, selves in a more independent situation, at 
leasL If not then the ur versity should step in. 
I nink about it. 
John   Trumbo   is 
communication. 
a   senior   m,. ing   in 
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CAMPUSQUOTE 
Do you think this spring's 
commencement exercises should 
be held on the quad? 
"I think for the 
families, it woyld be 
better to hold the 
commencement exer- 
cises in the stadium. 
Then the students could 
party on the field 
afterwards." 
John Keller 
senior 
computer science 
"The stadium would 
be a good idea since 
it's large enough to 
accommodate every- 
one and they'd also 
have a good view." 
Kevin Maguire 
senior 
finance 
\ 
"I think the quad is 
nice for its beauty and 
tradition but it's not as 
practical as the stadium 
would be." 
Robin Gray 
senior 
communication 
"I'd like to see it on 
the quad because it's a 
tradition that should be 
upheld. It adds a sense 
of respect to the cere- 
mony and its an 
appropriate end to our 
four years here." 
Duane Willis 
fjenior 
communication 
"Yes, because it's a 
tradition and I've 
enjoyed pest grad- 
N
 uaUonsonihequad." 
Sue Relchle 
senior 
political science 
Student responses in Campusquote are not 
necessarily representative of the entire JMU 
population. 
Female sports unnoticed 
To the editor: 
In last Monday's issue of The Breeze an article and 
editorial appeared concerning the lack of student 
support at women's basketball games. As a member 
of the women's swimming and diving team I can 
empathize with the Lady Duke basketball players, but 
I am outraged at The Breeze. 
While The Breeze may not be able to pack the pool 
stands with cheering students, it could be very 
instrumental in letting the student body know that 
the swimming and diving team is out there and is 
winning. Records are being broken and meets are 
being won in the name of JMU and no one seems to 
know. The women's team won the Colonial Athletic 
Conference Championships and got only a quarter of 
a page as recognition in the Feb. 16 Breeze, while the 
women's basketball team is allotted at least a page in 
almost every issue. Is anyone aware that 14 
members of the women's swim team qualified to 
compete at Division I Eastern Championships at - 
Brown   University  on  Feb.   26-28?   And  mcrc- 
importanUy, will they see the result in The Breeze ? 
What about the other unnoticed women's teams'' 
Whi.: arc they doing? It's hard to tell by reading Tki 
Breeze. I'm proud of JMU's women's basketball team, 
but I feel^the rest of the women's teams deserve more 
than a paragraph of coverage. 
It's not easy to stay motivated to compete for a 
school that doesn't know you exist. All we ask is a 
little more recognition in our school paper. The lack 
of support we receive is almost enough to make me 
hang up my goggles and all my hard work and go 
party with Harry Atwood. 
Since this is probably the most publicity the 
swimming and diving teams has gotten, I'd like to 
(congratulate both the men's and women's teams on 
very successful seasons. 
Valerie Donohue 
* freshman 
communication 
Lundy, 'bungling editorialist' 
To the editor: 
Against my better judgment, I feel obligated to 
enter a game of one-upmanship. 
There seems to be a misunderstanding about what I 
wrote to The Breeze two years ago and how I was 
quoted by the bungling editorialist Charles "Lundy in 
Thursday's issue. 
Don't get me wrong. I'm not at all surprised. In 
fact, I'd be somewhat disappointed if after all this 
time the editorialists began to show some signs of 
quality, responsible journalism. At least this way I 
have a chance at some exposure. 
Lundy tries to draw a parallel between my personal 
opinions and those excerpts from my article. What I 
said was that because we had lost the Vietnam War it 
was much more convenient to disassociate oneself 
from the U. S. policy concerning the war. But had we 
won, those same people probably would be defending 
the U.S. role. 
In all honesty, my opinions, have softened a bit 
from that article two years ago, but I still maintain 
that had we done things differently we could have 
been in and out a hell of a lot sooner with much 
better results. 
What really ticks me off is how someone our age 
can speak of how it was in Vietnam and what really 
happened there, as you did two years ago and continue 
to do today. How in the hell does anybody really 
know what happened in Vietnam, except maybe those 
who fought there. Granted, you may have taken many 
classes Jfhich discussed the Vietnam War. You may 
even know a vet. So what! And as realistic as 
"Platoon" probably is I wouldn't base my opinions 
about a highly controversial event solely on a movie. 
Aren't the editorialists tired of the continued abuse? 
I guess it's not fair to attack these guys. The 
responsibility lies ultimately with the editor. One 
must wonder about the credibility of a person who 
allows her staff to make fools of themselves on a r\J} 
weekly basis. ^ 
Stephen Phillips 
senior 
communication 
Support for volunteerism sought 
Compiled by Randy Blanchetti 
Photos by Cathy UdeU_ 
To the editor: 
As a member of a campus sevice organization, I 
would like to thank our university for taking an 
active interest in the area of student volunteerism. Dr. 
Mary Eden's Feb. 23 presentation was both 
inspirational and thought-provoking. Along with 
other panelists', it focused on an issue that definitely 
merits our attention. An increase in student 
volunteerism in the community would provide 
individuals with many rewarding experiences. 
Currently, JMU is contemplaung establishment of 
a campus Service Learning Center. Such a center 
would provide individuals and student organizations 
with information on volunteerism and where 
volunteer sevices arc most needed or available. I 
encourage all students to get involved with this issue. 
If we can show our interest and dedication, then 
maybe such a center could become reality. 
With this in mind, the establishment of a service 
learning center would help to bridge the gap between 
JMU and the surrounding communities. Moreover, 
no longer'would the question of how to get involved 
have to be raised among students. Most importanUy, 
more JMU students would be able to receive the 
life-long personal benefits that come from helping 
others. 
Again, I say thank you to JMU for exposing us to 
such a topic. 
James Coleman 
junior 
public administration/political science 
*n 
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THINK BIG 
24"x36" 
COPIER 
Now at 
kinko's 
Map* - BkMpctnto - Artwwk am) mudi moral 
I    I    I     IJ-i- 
1010  South Main  Street 
Harrlsonburg.  Va.  22801 
433 - 9287 
CARRIER   LIBRARY 
Will be interviewing for student 
Assistant positions for the Library, 
for the Fall Semester 1987, on 
Wednesday, March 4 and Thursday, 
March 5,1987 between the hours of 
8 a.m. -12 noon and 1 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Please call X6691 to schedule an 
interview. We are located in 
Carrier Library, Room 111. 
mmic 
JHEWDEN 
LATEST SOUND 
434- 
jiijiii.'iiiXi 
i I:I i 
xxx 
8706 
1.1,1,1,1,1, 
ttW 1' ' ' ■' 'j! i! i! i; i: i, 
COMING TUESDAY, MARCH 17 
AWARENESS ART ENSEMBLE 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18 - 
THE SHUFFLE 
i:r t isc   iS3i,i <><| m^^T7\TTl 
MAY  SESSION FRANCE 
i/. '.ii ..... ' 
Dept. of For. Languages & Literatures 
May 10 - 30 ( 3 Credits ) 
See  Paris 
Chateau Country 
French Riviera 
For Details:    Contact Dr. Mario Hamlet-Metz 
Keezell 420  568-6069 
SUMMER JOBS AT JMU 
Orientation Assistants 
May-Summer Session 
Resident Advisors 
For an application or more information , 
come by the Office of Residence Life, 
Alumnae Hall, Room 102. 
Application Deadline: Friday, March 6 
AND AIL THE QUALITY IN 
433-2300 
31 Miller Circle  , 
433-3111   - 
22 Terri Dr. 
doUtta&f 
I DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
I FREE. 
Out dnvers carry less than *?ooo Limited d.M 
'wry area 
SlOff I -1 
Si oo off any pizza. 
One coupon per pizza 
Not good with any 
other offer 
Expires: 3/8/87 
Nam*  
Addr*;i» 
—■ 
Hotel employee 
rebuts SGA 
To the editor: 
In response to the Student Government Association 
senate's bill condemning the Harrisonburg Holiday 
Inn for unprofessional business practices in handling 
the Feb. 13 Shorts Hall semi-formal, I would like to 
dispute the charges. 
To begin with, the 16 percent gratuity fee was not 
only for the one employee who worked the function. 
It paid for set-up of the room, including tables, bar 
set-ups, clean-up and preparation of food. Without the 
fee, the group would have had an empty room. 
Further, a contract was provided and signed prior to 
the function. Questions should have been asked 
before it was signed. 
I am not speaking for the Holiday Inn as a whole 
but as a JMU student and a Holiday Inn employee 
who serviced the Shorts Hall semi-formal. 
During my employment, I have never witnessed the 
inn trying to take advantage of students. On Feb. 14, 
the inn hosted another dorm's semi-formal and had no 
complaints. Further, by providing a security guard at 
the hotel's expense to card students as they arrive, I 
feel the Holiday Inn was looking out for the 
well-being of underaged students attending. 
To label the Holiday Inn's treatment of Shorts Hall 
as an unprofessional business practice obviously 
stems from the failure of the Shorts Hall organizers 
to conduct themselves in a professional manner. 
Obviously, they didn't fully comprehend the terms 
and stipulations of the signed contract. 
Tracy Briley 
junior 
pre-nursing 
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'Animal Logic' replies 
To the editor: 
Glen Brizendine's letter (The Breeze, Feb. 23) 
was very interesting. Read our poster carefully and 
you'll notice that choice 'B' states Reagan is a 
Republican. This is not an offensive ansWer. 
"Animal Logic" is not a communist band, nor 
does it espouse many of the virtues associated wi'L 
capitalism (not democracy, Glen). 
Maybe we're arising young "social democratic 
band. Maybe.not. 
John Wright Rob °ou< 
Robert Williar 
John  Espenbaum        WMMI 
'Lett Field1 
Atwood's 'peculiar insights' offensive and amusing 
To the editor: 
I would like to lhank Harry Atwood for another 
of his personal insights, and for the concoction of 
the analogous relationship between Glen 
Brizendine's letter to the editor and the quashing of 
the press in Nazi Germany. 
Harry, as usual, you missed the point. Glen did 
not advocate the repeal of the first amendment, 
Glen did not express any desire to establish a 
fascist coalition at JMU. Glen set out only to draw 
attention to this mindlessly satirical poster. Glen, 
it seems, is sick and tired of the insipid 
Reagan-bashing that has become a mainstay of the 
liberal mindset 
Harry, it appears that you were offended by 
Glen's criticism of the poster because it did not 
mirror your own personal beliefs. Too bad, Harry, 
this is America. Glen is certainly free to express 
his opinion, publicly or privately, on any issue he 
chooses. You yourself, were at one time an 
advocate of free speech. 
I applaud Glen's published distaste for Animal 
Logic's inappropriate form of public criticism, and 
I "boo1' your patronizing history lesson. Thank 
you, Harry, for your peculiar insights. They are, if 
not offensive, quite amusing. 
Harry, in the future please heed the advice of 
your editors. 
Jeffrey D. Shoaf 
senior 
political science 
'I Hate Harry Atwood Club' needs to catch a clue 
To the editor: 
This is in response to all who have written 
letters to the editor self-proclaiming themselves to 
be among the ranks of the "I Hate Harry Atwood 
Club." 
Every time his column appears in The Breeze I 
want to give Guinness a call. The number of 
people under 24 all having a massive coronary on a 
college campus must be a new record. Though I do 
not know Mr. Atwood personally, I am convinced 
that he is„ neither a Communist nor the anti-Christ. 
However, I do not see him as all good for I, too, 
do not agree with all he says. 
But, there is a difference between you and me. 
While most of us are saying, "Did you read 
Atwood today? Ha, Ha, that jerk, I can't believe he 
wrote that!" you are flying into spasms thinking 
your morals have been personally violated. And, 
yes, Mr. Atwood has taken an indirect shot at me, 
too. I am accused of being a nerdy freshman who 
has no knowledge of a true party life. So what? It 
is funny, certainly no need to defend oneself or the 
class as a whole. 
Let's face it, Mr. Atwood does not believe in 
what he writes, cither. He writes to cause 
controversy and judges how well he is doing by the 
glares he gets on any given Monday or Thursday. 
Why is it that you cannot take another point of 
view no matter how outrageously leftist it may 
sound? Mr. Atwood writes the best column in The 
Breeze and if you wouldn't instantly decide you 
have been offended you would realize it, too. 
The letters written to the editor in response to 
Mr. Atwood's column have been some of the most 
fun to read. However, they're not fun when you 
realize they were written with all seriousness. Mr. 
Atwood doesn't want to be or need to be taken so 
seriously. Sure, go ahead and write, but instead of 
blasting away at Harry why don't you try 
justifying the other side of the issue? Constructive 
criUcism is fine, but flagrantly throwing around 
personal accusations shows just a little too much 
immaturity. 
And, if you can't read his column without 
missing classes to recover, stop reading it. We do 
not want Mr. Atwood's column to come with a 
warning from the Surgeon General. 
From now on stop for a moment before you grab 
the paper and typewriter. Think about what you're 
actually going to say and then realize that Harry 
really won't care. If all the energy put forth was 
toward something more productive a lot more 
might get done around JMU. 
Kevin Phillips 
freshman 
English 
Quad graduation should be preserved 
To the editor: 
We have decided to speak for the quad. Graduation 
on the quad is a tradition at JMU that we wish to 
experience. The quad is the heart of JMU. It has 
character and beauty, unlike the football stadium, 
which was brought up as an alternative in The 
Breeze. A football stadium is just too reminiscent of 
a high school graduation. • t 
The quad is special to the students of JMU 
Remember all of the times that you have walked 
across the quad or studied or just rested out on the 
grass? The stadium is not the central part of JMU s 
campus. The quad has history and warmth. 
We urge any senior who is fortunate enough W 
receive any type of survey on where graduauon is to 
take place to write in "the quad" as their choice. It 
was not even given as a choice on the survey that 
was given out at the senior meeting on Thursday. 
Some people say that four hours is too much to 
ask for a graduation ceremony. Granted, it is a large 
block of time, buf we do not think it is too much to 
ask out of a person's day after having spent at least 
four years at this university working towards the 
ceremony that is the culmination of all of our hard 
work. 
If the administration realizes in upcoming years 
that the quad will no longer accommodate graduation 
due to an increasing number of students, then we 
"••"gest that any new graduation format be planned 
.o° the incoming class of 1987-88. This will not 
generate anymore turmoil for the present classes at 
JMU who someday also wish to graduate on the quad 
and to shake President Ronald Carrier's hand. 
In order to keep graduation on the quad we must be 
heard. We ask anyone who wishes to make their 
■ feelings known about keeping the quad as ihe 
location of graduation to write to the Presidwt's 
office (Wilson 205) expressing their concerns, as we 
already have done. 
Lisa Cacclapaglia 
senior 
psychology 
Gayle Chlmento 
senior 
political science 
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PC Dukes 
Breakfast 7:30 - 10:30 
EGG   BURGER 
MARY   MAC   MUFFIN 
HOT   CAKES 
FRENCH   TOAST 
Two eggs scrambled, ham, 
cheese, and tomato on a 
toasted  seasame   seed bun 
One  fried egg,cheese, 
Canadian  bacon  on  a 
toasted english muffin 
SI.29 
$1.19 
$1.00 
$1.00 Our   famous   cinnamon  batter 
on  your  choice   of  wheat   or  white 
TWO  EGGS                      Cooked  the  way  you   "LIKE   "EM" $ .85 
BACON $ .69 
FRIED   HAM    —. $ .69 
HASH   BROWN   POTATOES                                                        _ $ .55 
TOAST                             White,   wheat   or   rye $ .30 
TOASTED   ENGLISH   MUFFIN $ .30 
BAGEL                             With  butter,    jelly, $ .49 
or  cream cheese 
CEREAL $ .30 
No   contract   ID'S   accepted before   11   a.m. 
Food from Home   contracts  accepted anytime 
****** 
Closings for 
Spring Break 
Salads Plus Thurs. Mar. 5 
Steakhouse Wed. Mar. 4 
Have a great holiday! 
See you March 16 
SPRING BREAK CLOSINGS 
For D-Hall 
Thursday 3/5 Dinner 
NO Bytes, NO Lite One 
Friday 3/6 Breakfast 
NO Omelets 
Chef's Choice 
Friday 3/6 Lunch 
NO Burgers, NO ODeli's 
"Chef's Choice* 
D-Hall Will Close at 2 p.m. 
Florida Supplies 
Mr. Chips has 
*film 
* batteries 
* suntan lotion 
* sunglasses 
* Gatorade 
* road munchies 
* No-doz 
* Solarcaine 
* and etc. 
Manager Dennis Whetzel 
Mr. Chips 
More Than You Think 
Open 24 Hours 
Gibbons Hall, Entrance 4-5 Tel. 568-3922 
